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In this dissertation, we demonstrated high-resolution functional imaging using 

polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography (PS-OCT) system and the 

advanced frequency domain OCT (FD-OCT) system. We developed PS-OCT systems 

based on the time domain method for applications of high-resolution functional 

imaging. By using PS-OCT, we demonstrated quantification of birefringence changes 

and scattering changes in biological tissues. In the first set of experiments, we 

showed structural images and polarization images in different types of cartilage, 

which are composed of type I and type II collagens. Additionally, we tested the PS-

OCT system to see if it could produce different images between normal and damaged 
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human cartilage tissues. Finally, we monitored and quantified drug effects such as 

acceleration (sphingosyl-phosphorylcholine, SPC) and inhibition (tetraacetyl-

phytosphingosine, TAPS) on the healing process of rabbit skin tissues. 

In the second set of experiments, we demonstrated that changes in the scattering 

coefficient can be quantified by using the PS-OCT system. The scattering property 

change inevitably induces variations in the degree of polarization (DOP) or the 

degree of circular polarization (DOCP). We carried out phantom studies and a 

biological sample study. In liquid and solid phantoms, the axial DOP profile was 

fitted to a Boltzmann equation, and the parameter was found to be linearly dependent 

on the scattering changes. Additionally, we quantified the axial DOCP decay profiles 

from normal and abnormal cervical tissues because the scattering coefficient changes 

when cervical dysplasia is present in the cervix. Finally, we compared our DOCP 

results by using PS-OCT with histological readings and tested the feasibility of our 

technique in the diagnosis of cervical pathology. We obtained the sensitivity and the 

specificity of PS-OCT system as an optical diagnosis tool of cervical intraepithelial 

neoplasia (CIN) in human cervical tissues. 

In the final set of experiments, we described advantaged FD-OCT systems: a 

high-speed real-time spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT) and a line-field OCT with a 

frequency-swept source. By using a commercialized high-speed InGaAs line-scan 

camera, we developed a SD-OCT system with a sensitivity of 108.7 dB, an axial 

resolution of 14.05 µm, and a frame rate of 15 fps. We obtained 2-D images of the 

skin-nail junction in a human finger in vivo and a human tooth in vitro. In addition, 

we discussed a line-field OCT system, which obtained a cross-sectional image 
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without any mechanical scanning and a 3-D volume image with only 1-D mechanical 

scanning, using a frequency-swept source and a high-speed line-CCD camera at 850 

nm. This line-field OCT has a sensitivity of ~88 dB, an axial resolution of 8.3 µm, 

and an acquisition speed of 45 fps. The line-field OCT obtained a cross-sectional 

image of a fish eye and a 3-D volume image of a one-dollar coin with only 1-D 

mechanical scanning. 

 

Key words: polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography (PS-OCT), 

birefringence change, scattering change, optical diagnosis of cervical tissue, high 

speed spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT), line-field optical 

coherence tomography (LF-OCT), swept-source. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Overview 

Tomographic imaging technologies such as X-ray, computed tomography (CT), 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and ultrasound scan (USS) have been developed 

and popularly used to obtain cross-sectional images of the internal microstructure in 

biological tissues in vivo. Since optical tomography using light was studied in the 

1980s, optical coherence tomography (OCT), an optical imaging tool with a high-

speed and a high-resolution (1–15 µm), was introduced by D. Huang, et al. (J. 

Fujimoto’s group in M.I.T.) in 1991.[1]−[3] Basically, the optical configuration of OCT 

has been expanded from optical coherence domain reflectometry (OCDR) based on a 

widely used white light interferometer or a low coherence interferometer (LCI) for 

measuring one-dimensional depth information.[2] OCDR was used to perform the first 

in-vivo measurements of axial eye length and to measure cornea thickness in 

ophthalmology.[4] The OCT system is constructed by coupling the OCDR system with 

a lateral scanner, which is similar to an ultrasound B-scan, to obtain 2-D or 3-D 

images. 

OCT can be classified as time domain OCT (TD-OCT) and frequency domain 

OCT (FD-OCT) by methods for obtaining depth information.[4],[5] TD-OCT can 

obtain depth information by acquiring and demodulating the signal amplitude-

modulated by mechanical movement with the depth (axial) direction.[1]−[7] However, 

TD-OCT has limitations of the axial scan rate and sensitivity. FD-OCT needs no 
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mechanical movement to obtain depth information of biological tissues. Because no 

mechanical movement is needed in FD-OCT,[8]−[11] the data acquisition time is much 

faster, and real-time imaging can be performed.[10] In addition, it has been reported 

that the SNR of FD-OCT at 800 nm was 24~27 dB higher than that of TD-OCT.[11] 

FD-OCT can be sub-classified as spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) and swept source 

OCT (SS-OCT). Spectral interferometry based on a spectrometer was first introduced 

by Fercher et al. [12] in 1995 for measuring intraocular distances. Additionally, the 

optical frequency domain reflectometry method as SS-OCT using a tunable laser 

source and a single detector (or dual balanced detector) was introduced by Chinn et 

al.[13] and Lexer et al.[14] in 1997. Recently, because SS-OCT can obtain higher-speed 

imaging and enable dual-balanced detection to eliminate the DC autocorrelation 

noise over SD-OCT, SS-OCT has been more actively studied for imaging of 

biological tissues at 1300-nm wavelength regions. 

OCT can be functionally classified to optical Doppler tomography (ODT),[15]−[18] 

polarization-sensitive OCT (PS-OCT),[18]−[20] spectroscopic OCT,[21]−[23] etc. ODT, 

which was introduced by Wang et al.[15] in 1995, can obtain a functional image from 

Doppler shift due to scatter movement in liquid flow such as blood flow in a 

biological sample.[15]−[18] Additionally, PS-OCT produces not only a structural cross-

sectional image but also a functional image regarding the phase retardation and 

depolarization of light.[18]−[20], [24]−[28] The PS-OCT system is sensitive to birefringence 

material such as collagen fibril. The recent development of functional-OCT has also 

been transferred to the frequency domain implementations because of the significant 
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several advantages (sensitivity, imaging speed, etc.) of FD-OCT.[28]−[33] Table 1−1 

describes to classify a variety of OCT systems. 

The dissertation has focused on the applications of high-resolution functional 

imaging using the PS-OCT system and the topics of advanced FD-OCT. First, in this 

chapter, we briefly describe the introduction and principle of the TD-OCT, FD-OCT, 

and PS-OCT systems. In chapter 2, we deal with quantification of birefringence 

change in articular cartilage and the dermis of the skin composed of collagen fibril by 

means of a PS-OCT system. We show different types of cartilage, which are 

composed of type I and type II collagens. Additionally, we monitor drug effects of 

wound healing (regeneration of collagen fibril) in rabbit skin tissues. 

Table 1-1. Classification of optical coherence tomography 

  Detection method 
(Axial scanning method)   Time-domain OCT 

     
  

Frequency-
domain OCT   

Spectral-domain OCT 

  
 

  
Swept-source OCT 

 

  Function   Optical Doppler tomography (ODT) 
  
  Polarization-sensitive OCT (PS-OCT) 
  
  Spectroscopic OCT (SOCT) 

  
  Contrast agents OCT 

 

    

 
  

Nonlinear OCT 
   

Second harmonic generation 
OCT (SH-OCT) 
 

      

 
     

Coherent anti-Stokes 
Raman scattering OCT 
(CARS-OCT) 

 

  Lateral scanning method   Endoscope OCT 
  
  Full-field OCT 
  
  Line-field OCT 

  

 

  Optical coherence microscopy (OCM) 
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In chapter 3, we present quantification of scattering changes using PS-OCT. PS-

OCT can measure not only phase retardation due to birefringence but also the 

depolarization change caused by scattering in biological tissues. The scattering 

property change inevitably induces variations in the degree of polarization (DOP) or 

the degree of circular polarization (DOCP). We carried out phantom studies (liquid 

and solid phantoms) and a biological sample study. We quantified the axial DOCP 

decay profiles from normal and abnormal cervical tissues. Additionally, we compared 

our DOCP results by using PS-OCT with histological readings and tested the 

feasibility of our technique in the diagnosis of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN), 

which is cervical dysplasia at the squamo-columnar junction. 

In chapter 4, we describe advantaged FD-OCT systems. Although spectral 

domain OCT (SD-OCT), a FD-OCT, has several advantages, studies of SD-OCT at 

the 1300-nm range are not adequate since an InGaAs detector array has a low pixel 

number, slow acquisition speed, and high costs. We demonstrate a high-speed and 

real-time SD-OCT using a commercialized InGaAs line scan camera with a high 

acquisition speed and a large pixel number. In addition, we discuss a line-field OCT 

system using a frequency-sweeping source and a high-speed line CCD camera. By 

using the line-field OCT, we obtained a cross-sectional image without any 

mechanical scanning and a 3-D volume image with only 1-D mechanical scanning. 
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1.2 Principles of Optical Coherence Tomography 

1.2.1 Interferometry 

1.2.1.1 Time Domain Optical Coherence Tomography 

Figure 1−1 shows the schematic (left) and the interference signal (right) of the simple 

Michelson interferometer on which the OCT system is based. Light from the optical 

source is split into sample and reference arms. When the optical wave of light with 

the coherence property is determined by the complex electric field amplitude E(r, t) = 

E0e
i(k⋅r - ωt + φ), electric field amplitudes of lights reflected from the sample and 

reference arms are represented, respectively, as ES(t) = ES0e
 -iωt and ER(t) = ER0e

 -iωt 

setting r and φ to 0 for convenience. If the beams meet at the beam splitter and the 

reference beam has travelled the extra time (τ), the electric field by the principle of 

superposition is the following: [3]−[7], [34] 

    ET(t) = ES(t) + ER(t + τ).                         (1.1) 

If the split ratio and phase shift of the beam splitter are eliminated, in general, the 

time-averaged photocurrent (Idetector) on the detector is given by [3]−[7] 
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Figure 1−−−−1. The schematic (left) and the interference signal (right) of a 

simple Michelson interferometer for TD-OCT. 

 

Where η is the detector quantum efficiency, e is the electronic charge, hν is the 

photon energy, and η0 is the intrinsic impedance of free space. If the two beams have 

the same polarization, the dot product maximizes: 

)()()()( * ττ +=+• tEtEtt
RS

*
RS EE .[7] Additionally, when a correlation function 

(ΓSR) and a normalized correlation function (γSR) of the optical source are respectively 

defined as )()()( * ττ +≡Γ tEtE
RSSR  and 

00

)(
)(

RS

SR
SR

II

ττγ Γ≡ , we can represent Eq. 

(1.2) as the following: [3]−[7] 

{ }( ))(Re2
2 0000 τSRRSRSdetector γIIII
α

I ++= ,             (1.3) 

where α is the constant value, 2
00 SS EI = , and 2

00 RR EI = . Eq. (1.3) is called the 

general interference law for partially coherent light. When S(ν) is defined as a 
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normalized power spectral density (PSD) of the light source, γSR is represented by a 

Fourier transform of the power spectrum as follows: [3]−[7] 

∫∞ −=
0

2)()( ννγ πντ deSt i
SR ,  ν = c/λ                    (1.4) 

where ν is the optical frequency. When the power spectral density is an even function 

at ν0 (= c/λ0), the complex coherence can be written as a product of a real-valued 

factor and τπν 02ie− : [7] 

{ } )2cos(Re 0
2 0 τπνγγγ τπν

SR
i

SRSR e == − . 

Therefore, the interference signal is presented as the following: [3]−[7] 

( ))2cos()(2
2 00000 τπντSRRSRSdetector γIIII
α

I ++= .           (1.5) 

As shown in Eq. (1.5), the intensity of the interference signal varies sinusoidally with 

τ and is modulated with an envelope function determined by the Fourier 

transformation of the spectrum. 

1.2.1.2 Frequency Domain Optical Coherence Tomography 

Figure 1−2 (left) shows the schematic of SD-OCT, which is one of the variations of 

FD-OCT. SD-OCT is similar to the conventional TD-OCT, but the reference path 

length is fixed, and the detection system is replaced with a spectrometer.[9] Swept-

source OCT (SS-OCT) based on the optical frequency domain interferometer (OFDI) 

also detects the wavelength-resolved interference signal by using a frequency 
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(wavelength)-sweeping source and a single photodetector instead of a continuous 

broadband source and a spectrometer.[8], [10] The interference signal Eq. (1.5) as a 

function of the time (t) in TD-OCT can be represented as a function of the 

wavenumber (k) as the following: [9], [35]−[37] 

∑++=
n

nnRSRS kzkIkIkIkIkI )cos()()(2)()()( α ,            (1.6) 

where αn is the square root of the sample reflectivity at depth zn. IS(k) and IR(k) are 

the intensities reflected from reference and sample arms, respectively. Depth 

information can be obtained by calculating an inverse Fourier transformation of Eq. 

(1.14). [9], [35]−[37] 

[ ] [ ]
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n
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Figure 1−−−−2. The schematic (left) and the interference signal (right) of a 

simple Michelson interferometer for SD-OCT based on a spectrometer. 
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As shown in Eq. (1.14), the interference signal is described as a function of the 

wavenumber, but in general, the FD-OCT system based on the spectrometer or the 

OFDI detects the interference signal in wavelength (λ) space. Because the 

wavenumber is the reciprocal of the wavelength, the interference signal has nonlinear 

sampling when it is directly converted from wavelength to wavenumber. Nonlinear 

sampling brings on broadening of the axial resolution.[35]−[39] Therefore, the 

resampling procedure must be progressed. There are resampling methods such as a 

spline interpolation method[40],[41], a zero-filling interpolation method,[39] etc. in SD-

OCT. Additionally, a simultaneous frequency monitoring method,[30] a frequency 

even clock method,[42] a nearest neighbor check algorithm,[8] etc. have been used for 

resampling in SS-OCT. 

The depth range (zmax) is limited by the resolution of the spectrometer (or 

sampling resolution in SS-OCT). [9],[35]−[37] According to the Nyquist sampling 

theorem, the sampling frequency has to be twice as large as the highest frequency in 

the spectrum. Therefore, the period of the cosine fringes has δk = π/zmax and the 

spectrometer has to resolved at least δk /2. When 2/2 λπδλδ =k , the depth rage can 

be calculated as the following: [9], [35]−[37] 

δλ
λ2

0
max 4

1=z .                            (1.8) 
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1.2.2 Resolutions 

Axial (depth) resolution is an important specification of OCT. In OCT, the axial 

resolution is defined by half of the coherence length (lc) with the center wavelength 

(λ0) and the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM, ∆λ) of the optical source. If the 

power spectrum is the Gaussian spectrum, the resulting Fourier transformed is [43], [44] 

( )0

2

2
0

/2cos
2ln2

exp)( λτπ
λ

λτπτγ c
c

SR 









 ∆−= .               (1.9) 

If the source spectrum is Lorentzian instead of Gaussian, [43], [44] 

( )02
0

/2cosexp)( λτπτ
λ

λπτγ c
c

SR 



 ∆−= .               (1.10) 

When γSR(τ0) = 1 / 2, the coherence length (lC) is determined by lC = τ0c. Therefore, 

the axial resolution, ∆z = lC / 2, is shown in Eq. (1.8) and Eq. (1.9). [43], [44] 

λ
λ

π ∆
=∆

2
02ln2

z ,            Gaussian                (1.11) 

λ
λ

π ∆
=∆

2
02ln

z .            Lorentzian               (1.12) 

Transversal (or lateral resolution) is an important parameter in an OCT system 

because an OCT image is a two-dimensional image reconstructed with axial and 

transversal directions.  Transversal (or lateral) resolution is related to the spot size 

focused on in the sample. The spot size (∆x) depends on the center wavelength (λ0), 
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the incident beam size (d), and the focal length (f) of the lens. Additionally, the 

transversal resolution is related to the depth of focus (b), which is equal to twice the 

Rayleigh length. To make a small beam, a lens with a short focal length or a large 

numerical aperture (NA) is needed. However, as shown in Eq. (1.11), the small spot 

size decreases the depth of focus. Additionally, the image contrast at the deep area of 

sample will be decreased.[3]−[7] 

d

f
x

π
λ04=∆ ,                           (1.13) 

0

2

2λ
π x

b
∆

= .                            (1.14) 

1.2.3 Optical Source 

In an OCT system, an optical source determines system performance such as the 

penetration depth, resolutions, and image quality.[3]−[7], [43], [45] Seventy percent of the 

human body consists of water and blood. Figure 1−3 shows the absorption 

coefficients of water and blood according to a wavelength. In the near infrared (NIR) 

region (700 nm~1500 nm), called the optical window, the absorption coefficient is 

lower than that in the other wavelength region.[4] If the source in the NIR region is 

used, an OCT image with information in a deeper area of biological tissue can be 

obtained. Additionally, the high optical power of the source contributes to the 

penetration depth and the sensitivity of the OCT. [6], [43], [45] 

The resolution of the OCT image depends on the center wavelength and the −3 

dB bandwidth (FWHM), as shown in the axial resolution Eq. (1.8) (or Eq. (1.9)), and 
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the transversal resolution Eq. (1.10). The axial resolution of the OCT system can be 

enhanced further by using an optical source with a shorter center wavelength and a 

broader bandwidth.[3]−[7], [43], [45] 

When the optical source has a non-Gaussian shape, sidelobes come out around 

the mainlobe of the demodulated interference signal. [6] If the sidelobes are located 

close to the mainlobe, the sidelobes will result in a larger value of the coherence 

length and thus worse axial resolution. [43] However, if the sidelobes are far from the 

mainlobe, the effect on image quality will appear as a ghost image, rather than a 

decrease in resolution. [43] 
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Figure 1−−−−3. Absorption coefficient of water and blood.[46] 
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1.2.4 Optical Delay Line and Doppler Shift Modulation in Time Domain 

To make an optical path difference between a sample arm and a reference arm, 

several parameters must be considered: scan range, scan velocity, scan repetition rate, 

linearity, etc.[4]−[6] The scan range determines the depth range of OCT images. It has 

been reported that 3 mm is typically a sufficient depth scan range for OCT in turbid 

biological samples.[6] Imaging speed (frame rate) depends on the scan velocity and 

the scan repetition rate. A high scan speed is necessary for real-time imaging and for 

eliminating motion artifact when in-vivo imaging for living biological samples is 

needed. Additionally, the scan velocity determines the center carrier frequency (or 

Doppler shift frequency). Linearity is important to generate stable carrier frequency. 

[6] If the center carrier frequency is not constant due to nonlinear scanning and no 

constant velocity, the bandwidth of the detection must be broadened to obtain all 

sample information. The broadened bandwidth brings on a decrease in the signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR). [6] 

The interference signal is modulated with Doppler shift frequency when the path 

difference (∆l) with the constant velocity and linearity is made. As shown in Eq. (1.5), 

the interference signal is presented as cos(2πν0τ). Using ν0 = c /λ0, τ = ∆l / c, and 

tl υ2=∆ , the modulated signal is represented as follows: [2]−[6] 







= tυ
λ
πτπν 2

2
cos)2cos(

0
0 ,                   (1.15) 

where λ0 is the center wavelength of the optical source, c is the velocity of light, and 

τ is the flight time of light. Additionally, υ and t are the velocity and the time of the 
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Figure 1−−−−4. Optical delay methods of various designs.[6] (a) Linear 

translation, (b) Angular scanning, (c) Multipass translation, (d) Fiber 

stretching, and (e) Fourier domain rapid scanning optical delay line 

(RSOD). 

 

reference mirror movement, respectively. Therefore, the Doppler shift frequency (fD) 

is determined from fD = 2υ/λ0. Figure 1−4 shows various optical delay methods. [4], [6] 

1.2.5 Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

1.2.5.1 Time Domain Optical Coherence Tomography 

The main parameters of the OCT system are resolution, penetration depth, sensitivity 

(signal-to-noise ratio), and image acquisition rate (frame rate).[4]−[6] There are several 

noise sources such as shot noise, thermal noise, 1/f noise, and relative intensity 

noise.[2], [6], [7] Shot noise arises from current fluctuations due to the background light 
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and the dark current in the detector. This contribution to the detector noise can be 

ignored because it is generally small. [6], [7] Thermal noise arises from random thermal 

particle (electrons) motion.[5], [6] 1/f noise, which is a characteristic noise in active 

devices, arises in the low frequency region.[2], [4] In TD-OCT based on heterodyne 

detection, 1/f noise is increased when the carrier frequency is a too-low-frequency 

region. Additionally, 1/f noise is increased in the frequency band around the center 

carrier frequency. Relative intensity noise includes fluctuations in optical power from 

the source and from the mechanical movement of the optical mounts.[5], [6] 

A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as the ratio of the signal power from a 

perfectly reflecting mirror and the weakest sample reflectivity when the weakest 

sample reflectivity yielding a signal power is equal to the noise. The SNR in the time 

domain system has been shown to be the following:[4], [6], [11] 

NEBE

P
SNR sample

ν

η
= ,                        (1.16) 

where η is the quantum efficiency of the photodetector, Psample is the sample arm 

power returned to the photodetector, and NEB is the noise equivalent bandwidth of 

the signal bandpass. Eq. (1.13) shows the linear relationship between the SNR, the 

optical power on the sample, and the noise equivalent bandwidth. 

The NEB is essentially equal to the electrical bandwidth (∆f) for detection of the 

interferometric signal. [6] To define electrical frequency bandwidth, optical frequency 

(ν) need to be mapped to electrical frequency (f). Generally, carrier frequency, which 
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is called to Doppler shift frequency, is generated by a phase delay scanning. The 

center frequency f0 (or fD) can be described in terms of the center wavelength: [6] 

0
0

0
0 2 λ

υυ
ν

π
υ ppp

c

k
f === ,                    (1.17) 

where, υp is the scan speed of the phase delay (υp = dlp(t) / dt), and ν0 and λ0 are the 

optical center frequency and the center wavelength of the optical source, respectively. 

When the scan speed is constant in non-dispersive medium (or air), υp is equal to 2υs, 

where υs is the velocity of the reference mirror. [6] 

The electrical frequency components can be described as offset from the carrier 

frequency f′ = (f − f0), which are related to the scan speed of the group delay (υg= 

dlg(t) / dt).[6] Additionally, they can be rewritten in terms of the offset optical 

frequency ν′ = (ν − ν0) of the optical source. Therefore, 

g
g

c
f υ

λλ
υ

ν 





−==
0
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'' .                    (1.18) 

From Eq. (1.18), the electrical bandwidth of the detector can be presented in terms of 

the optical frequency bandwidth or wavelength bandwidth; [6] 

2
0λ

λυυ
ν gg

c
f

∆
=∆=∆ .                     (1.19) 

When the scan speed is also constant in non-dispersive medium (or air), υg is equal to 

the scan speed of the phase delay and 2υs, where υs is the velocity of the reference 
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mirror. From Eq. (1.17) and (1.19), ∆f / f0 = ∆λ / λ0. Therefore, an electrical bandpass 

filter can be designed with a center carrier frequency and quality factor (Q = ∆f / f0). 

[6] As shown in Eq. (1.19), the electrical bandwidth of the detector is linearly related 

to the velocity (υs) of the reference mirror and the wavelength bandwidth (∆λ) of the 

optical source. When the velocity of the reference mirror is fast or optical bandwidth 

is large, the OCT system has trade-off; the electrical bandwidth is broadened and 

NEB is large. Therefore, the SNR will be decreased. 

1.2.5.2 Frequency Domain Optical Coherence Tomography 

In the SD-OCT system, spectrally dispersing the detection part, the spectrometer, 

contributes to an improvement of the SNR. The sum of shot noise for M detector 

elements is reduced from Eq. (1.13) of TD-OCT because each detector element 

receives 1/M of the total reference power.[11] Additionally, as only the real part of the 

complex after the Fourier transform is used, the signal is reduced by a factor of 2. 

Therefore, the SNR of SD-OCT depends on the number of illuminated detector 

elements M as the following: [11], [35]−[37] 

NEBE

MP

MNEBE

P
SNR samplesample

SD
νν

ηη
2/12

1 =
⋅

=  ,            (1.20) 

or 

ν

τη
E

P
SNR isample

SD =   .                   (1.21) 
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where η is the spectrometer efficiency, Psample is the sample arm power returned to the 

CCD camera of the spectrometer, M is the detector elements (or pixel number of the 

CCD camera), NEB is the noise equivalent bandwidth of the signal bandpass, τi is the 

exposure time of the spectrometer, and Eν is the photon energy. By the Nyquist 

theorem, the bandwidth per detector element (NEB/M) in Eq. (1.16) is replaced by 1 / 

(2τi).
 [11], [35]−[37] If a CCD camera with 1024 pixels is used, the SNR will be improved 

24 dB higher than that of TD-OCT from Eq. (1.14). 

In SS-OCT, the noise equivalent bandwidth (NEB) from Eq. (1.13) of TD-OCT 

is equal to the A-line scan rate instead of the detector bandwidth; otherwise, the 

exposure time from Eq. (1.18) of SD-OCT is the reciprocal of the A-line scan rate 

(fA). Therefore, the equation of SNR in SS-OCT leads to [47] 

A

sample
SS fE

P
SNR

ν

η
=  .                       (1.22) 

Penetration depth in OCT images is decided by several parameters such as an 

optical power, a scan range, an efficiency of a detector and a SNR. Especially, the 

optical power and the SNR of OCT system are the most important parameters. Higher 

optical power can make images with deeper penetration depth in both TD-OCT and 

FD-OCT systems because the high optical power increases the SNR. However, in 

FD-OCT, the SNR decreases with depth due to the finite resolution of the 

spectrometer. The reducing factor, R(z), of the SNR can be presented to be:[35] 
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where )/()2/( maxzz⋅= πζ  is the depth normalized to the maximum depth range, 

and λδλ ∆= /w  is the ratio of the wavelength spacing (∆λ) between pixels and the 

spectral resolution (δλ) of the spectrometer.[35] Therefore, to reduce the SNR 

decrease as a function of the depth, high resolution spectrometer is needed.
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1.3 Principles of Polarization-sensitive Optical Coherence Tomography 

1.3.1 Experimental Configuration 

Figure 1−5 (left) shows a schematic of a typical PS-OCT system with bulk optics. It 

is basically a partial coherence Michelson interferometer designed to detect the 

polarization state of the backscattered light from tissue. The horizontally polarized 

light is described by the Jones vector:  







=
0

1
)()( zEzE                          (1.24) 

After transmission through a linear polarizer (LP) from the optical source, the 

horizontally polarized light is split into sample and reference arms. Quarter-wave 

plates (QWPs) are placed on the sample and reference arms. If the light is split by a 

 

Figure 1−−−−5. Schematic of the PS-OCT system (left) with a rapid 

scanning optical delay line (RSOD) and a PS-OCT interference signal 

(right). LP: linear polarizer, BS: beam splitter, QWP: quarter-wave 

plate, PBS: polarization beam splitter. 
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50:50 beam splitter, the Jones vector of the sample and reference arms are described 

by:[6], [34], [48] 
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If the fast optic axis of a QWP is rotated at φ, the Jones matrix of the QWP is given 

by [6], [34] 

)()()( φφφ −= R QWPRQWP ,                    (1.26) 

where 
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The light in the reference arm passes through a QWP oriented at 22.5° with respect to 

the horizontal axis and is reflected by the reference mirror. After the reflected light 

passes through the QWP again, the light has a +45° linear polarization state as 

follows: 
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The horizontal and vertical electric fields of this linear polarized light have equal 

amplitude and phase (phase difference = 0). [34] Therefore, we can assume the 

polarization state of the reflected light from the sample arm. The QWP plate in the 

sample arm is oriented at 45° to the horizontal direction to provide circularly 

polarized light to the sample. Light reflected from the tissue is recombined with light 

from the reference arm, which is then split into two orthogonal polarization states: 
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the horizontal (IH-detector) and vertical (IV-detector) polarization states, as shown in Figure 

1−5 (right). The two light beams are detected by two photodiodes and digitized by a 

data acquisition (DAQ) board. The detected two orthogonal signals are presented as 

follows:[6], [48] 

( ))2cos()(2 0000 HDSRRSRSdetector-H fγIIIII ετπτα +++= ,         (1.28) 

( ))2cos()(2 0000 VDSRRSRSdetector-V fγIIIII ετπτβ +++= ,          (1.29) 

where α and β are photodiode coefficients. εH and εV are the phases of the horizontal 

and vertical interference signals, respectively. The two orthogonal signals are 

digitized and then filtered by a digital bandpass filter that extracts interference 

signals with the Doppler frequency. The amplitudes and phases are obtained from a 

demodulation processing such as Hilbert transformation. To determine the 

polarization state of the sample, the Stokes parameters of the light reflected off the 

sample are computed as follows: [6], [48] 
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Among the four Stokes parameters, S0 is simply the incident irradiance, and S1, S2, 

and S3 specify the states of polarization. S1 reflects a tendency for the polarization to 

be either a horizontal (S1= 1) or vertical (S1= −1) state.[34] S2 implies that the 

polarization of light is close either to +45° (S2>0) or −45° linear (S2<0) states.[34] 

Finally, S3 represents a tendency for the light to resemble either right (S3>0) or left 
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(S3<0) circular polarization states.[34] Because the light reflected from the sample has 

to pass through the QWP oriented at 45° again in the sample arm, the Stokes 

parameters are exchanged in the detector such that S0 →S0, S1 →S3, S2 →S2, and S3 

→−S1.
 [6], [48] 

1.3.2 Optics Axis, Phase Retardation, and Degree of Polarization 

The polarization change in the sample can be characterized by the Jones matrix and 

Mueller matrix.[6], [20], [48] The Jones matrix, J (δ, θ), of a general retarder with 

retardation δ and fast optical axis orientation θ is presented by the following: [20] 
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Therefore, the Jones vector of the sample beam, after the light passes through the 

QWP again, is as follows: [20] 
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From Eq. (1.25), we can obtain that the phase retardation is δ = tan-1(AH/AV), and the 

axis orientation is θ = (180°− (εV−εH))/2. [6], [20], [48] 

The Mueller matrix, M (δ, θ), is also presented with retardation and optical axis 

orientation: [6], [48], [49] 
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where C = cos2θ, S = sin2θ with the angle (θ) of the optic axis with the horizontal 

plan, and δ is the phase retardation in the sample. When right circularly polarized 

light, which has the Stokes vector of (1, 0, 0, 1), is incident on the sample, the 

reflected light polarization state can be defined by the following:[6], [48] 
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From Eq. (1.25), we can obtain the optical axis of the sample, 2θ = tan-1(S1/S2). 

The degree of polarization (DOP) is one of the characterizations of the 

polarization state of the reflected light from the sample. The calculation of the DOP 

is defined as [6], [48]−[50] 
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The DOP of purely polarized light is unity, whereas the DOP of partially polarized 

light is smaller than unity. Using PS-OCT, the DOP of each A-line is always unity 

(DOP=1) because conventional PS-OCT systems are amplitude-based detection 

systems employing heterodyne receivers that detect the electric field of only the 

coherent part of the backscattered light. [48], [50] However, the DOP with increasing 
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depth is decreased by several effects, including depolarization by scattering and noise 

fluctuation artifacts. [6], [48] 
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Chapter 2 

Quantification of Birefringence Changes Using PS-OCT 

 

2.1 Overview 

PS-OCT is a more advanced imaging method that can provide not only cross-

sectional images but also information regarding the polarization changes caused by 

tissue birefringence changes. In 1992, Hee et al. [25] reported the first polarization-

sensitive low coherence reflectometer system able to measure the polarization state 

changes of light reflected from a sample. Since PS-OCT was first demonstrated by de 

Boer et al.[51] in 1999 for a biological sample, a number of medical applications using 

PS-OCT have been studied: burn assessment in skin,[52] caries research in teeth, [53], [54] 

the retinal nerve layer,[55] etc. PS-OCT can detect Stokes vectors,[6], [48] Mueller[6], [48], 

[50] and Jones matrix distribution,[6],[48],[56] and optics axis and retardation orientation[6], 

[16], [48] of a biological sample. The recent development of PS-OCT has also shifted its 

emphasis on the frequency domain implementations because of the sensitivity and 

imaging speed advantages of FD-OCT over the TD-OCT.[28]−[30] Yasuno et al.[28] in 

2002 and Zhang et al.[30] in 2004 was first to demonstrate SD-PSOCT system and SS-

PSOCT system. 

PS-OCT is sensitive to birefringence material such as collagen fibril. 

Birefringence changes the polarization state of light by a difference (∆n = ny−nx) in 

the refractive index for light propagation.[6], [57] The difference in the refractive index 
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Figure 2−−−−1. Relation between birefringence and phase retardation. 

 

introduces a phase retardation (δ) between the orthogonal light components, 

horizontal and vertical polarized light. The phase retardation is proportional to the 

depth (z) traveled by light through the birefringent medium. [6], [19], [48], [57] Figure 2−1 

summarizes relationship between birefringence and phase retardation. 

Most biological tissues, such as cartilage, bone, skin, and teeth, are composed of 

collagen fibril, a birefringent material. Collagen is a highly characteristic fibrous 

protein found in the connective tissues of all multi-cellular animals.[19], [57] Although 

many types of collagen have been found, the best defined types are type I, II, III, and 

IV.  [57] As type I, II, and III are the fibrillar collagens, type I is distributed throughout 

skin, tendon, ligaments, Cornea, and internalorgans. [57] While type II is distributed 

throughout cartilage, vertebral discs, and notochord, type III is widely distributed 

throughout the skin and blood vessels. [57] By using PS-OCT, birefringence changes in 

biological tissue can detect changes in functionality, structure, or viability of tissues. 

In this chapter, we demonstrate quantification of birefringence changes in 

articular cartilage and the dermis of the skin composed of collagen fiber with the PS-

OCT system. First, we show different types of cartilage in articular cartilage, which 
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is composed of type I and type II collagens. Additionally, we obtain cross-sectional 

images and polarization state images of normal and abnormal patellar surfaces in the 

human femur. In the second sub-chapter, we monitor the wound healing (regeneration 

of collagen fibril) of rabbit skin tissues and quantify the effects of the collagen fiber 

regeneration processes in the presence of healing and anti-healing drugs.
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2.2 Microscopic Imaging of Articular Cartilage using PS-OCT 

2.2.1 Preface Microscopic Imaging of Articular Cartilage 

Arthritis is a common degenerative disease that can adversely affect normal life 

patterns. Among various types of arthritis, rheumatoid arthritis may be the most 

serious, whose cause has not yet been well defined. It is a chronic inflammatory 

disease that attacks not only the joint cartilage but also other body parts and causes 

complications such as pleurisy, pericarditis, and disorders in the peripheral nerve 

system. Osteoarthritis is another type of degenerative arthritis that is often seen in 

elderly patients. All types of arthritis cause inflammation and severe pain.[58] 

It is important to diagnose the early stage of arthritis before it starts to seriously 

damage the affected regions. Also, monitoring the progress of arthritis is critical for 

patients who are undergoing certain types of therapy. Conventional methods for 

monitoring arthritis include magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed 

tomography (CT), and arthroscopy incorporated with ultrasound. Typical resolutions 

of MRI and CT are in the range of 100 µm; therefore, it is difficult to observe 

microscopic changes during the invasion of arthritis. Objects as small as 80 µm can 

be discriminated using arthroscopy, which is better than MRI or CT. However, only 

the surface can be seen using arthroscopy.[58] Recently, optical coherence tomography 

(OCT) has drawn much attention as an option that can replace these conventional 

medical imaging modalities for superficial lesions. OCT can provide cross-sectional 

images of scattering media such as biological tissues with resolutions as low as 1–15 

µm.[1]−[7] Basic OCT theory is similar to ultrasound B-scan except that OCT uses light, 
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and accordingly, the resolution is much higher.[1], [6], [59], [60] PS-OCT produces not 

only a structural cross-sectional image but also a functional image regarding the 

phase retardation and depolarization of light.[46],[61] As a result, PS-OCT is sensitive 

to birefringent materials such as collagen, which is found in skin, bone, cartilage, and teeth. 

[60] 

We studied porcine and human articular cartilage using the PS-OCT system. The 

thickness of cartilage in a porcine toe joint was measured. Especially, we showed that 

different types of cartilage, which are composed of type I and type II collagens, may 

be discriminated using this technique. Discrimination between different collagen 

types has clinical importance such as early detection of arthritis. The orientation of 

the collagen fibers can also be extracted from PS-OCT images. Normal and damaged 

human articular cartilage was examined using PS-OCT. Comparison with trichrome-

stained histology sections proved that the PS-OCT technology may provide in-vivo 

histological information about diseases related to cartilage noninvasively. 
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Figure 2−−−−2. Schematic of PS-OCT. LP: linear polarizer, PBS: 

polarization beam splitter, NBS: nonpolarization beam splitter, QWP: 

quarter-wave plate. 

 

2.2.2 Experimental Setup 

Figure 2−2 shows the schematic of the PS-OCT system configured in this study. We 

used a superluminescence diode (SLD) that has a center wavelength of 1300 nm and 

a bandwidth of 40 nm as a light source. To image through certain depth, a 

galvanometer mirror in the reference arm on which a prism is rotated by 2° was used, 

which gave us the A-scan depth of 2.4 mm. The scanning rate was 20 Hz, the 

corresponding Doppler (carrier) frequency was 105 kHz, and the A-line data points 

were 5000. 

2.2.3 PS-OCT Images and Discussion 

Using the PS-OCT system, cartilages (a condyle and a meniscus) of a pig was 

examined. We could obtain a cross-sectional structural image of the condyle and 
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measure the condyle thickness of a porcine toe. Additionally, we obtained 

polarization state images from a condyle and a meniscus of a porcine toe for being 

compared. Three classes of cartilage are known to exist: hyaline cartilage, elastic 

cartilage, and fibrous cartilage. The condyle is a typical hyaline cartilage composed 

of type II collagen fibers with low birefringence. On the other hand, the meniscus is 

typical fibrous cartilage that is organized with type I collagen fibers, which are 

known to possess high birefringence. If the polarization state changes fast with depth, 

band-like fringe patterns are normally visible. Because a condyle has a low 

birefringence, polarization states are changed slowly.[46],[61] 

When we used the PS-OCT, we obtained cross-sectional images and polarization 

state images that were acquired from different positions of a porcine knee condyle. 

From PS-OCT images, it could be estimated that the two directions of collagen fiber 

are perpendicular. To measure the direction of collagen fiber accurately, we used the 

equation:[6], [48] 
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The directions of collagen fiber for a porcine knee condyle are about 20° and 110° 

with respect to the incident light polarization, respectively. Hence, we found that the 

directions of collagen fiber are perpendicular at these two different positions of the 

condyle. These results were described in S.-W. Lee’s Masters Thesis.[46] 

Figure 2−3 demonstrates the patellar surface of a human femur. Figures 2−3 (a), 

(b), and (c) are the intensity image, polarization state image (S3), and the 

corresponding histology for normal tissue, respectively. In addition, Figures 2−3 (d),  
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Figure 2−−−−3. PS-OCT images of human patellar surfaces on the femur 

side: (a) is the cross-sectional image, (b) is the polarization image, (c) is 

the histology of the normal tissue, (d) is the cross-sectional image, (e) is 

the polarization image, and (f) is the histology of the worn and damaged 

tissue. 

 

(e), and (f) show the cross-sectional structure image, polarization state image, and 

histology for abnormal tissue for worn and damaged cartilage. Because cartilage is 

thick in normal tissue, the layered structure is not visible in Figure 2−3 (a). However, 

the polarization state image, S3, in Figure 2−3 (b) shows that the polarization state is 

changed due to the birefringence of normal cartilage. Since cartilage is thin in 

abnormal tissue, the structure image in Figure 2−3 (d) is similar to the histology 
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image, Figure 2−3 (f). Also, the S3 image in Figure 2−3 (e) shows that the 

polarization change is not visible due to worn-out cartilage and bone structure.  

Figure 2−4 shows polarization state (S3) changes for normal and abnormal 

cartilage corresponding to Figure 2−3 (b) and (e), respectively. S3 can be represented 

to a function of the retardation, S3 = cos(2δ), where δ = 2π∆nz/λ, ∆n is the difference 

of the refractive index in the sample, z is the flight distance of light, and λ is the 

wavelength.[60],[61] We show that the cosine modulation was maintained to a deep area 

(about 1.4 mm) in normal cartilage. However, it stopped at a shallow area (about 0.3 

mm) in abnormal cartilage due to the loss of birefringence. 

 

 

Figure 2−−−−4. Polarization state changes for normal and abnormal 

cartilage of a human as a function of the depth. 
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2.3 Quantification of Wound Healing Using PS-OCT 

2.3.1 Preface to Wound Healing Monitoring 

Wound healing is a complex process that restores cellular/tissue structures and 

functions. It involves synthesis and remodeling of collagen fibers, which are 

structural proteins abundant throughout the body.[62],[63] Occasionally, the wound 

healing mechanism becomes abnormal and induces fibrosis, hypertropic scars, and 

keloid formation that results from excessive proliferation of collagen fibers. 

Therefore, monitoring the morphological changes of collagen fibers may lead to an 

understanding of the pathophysiology and, ultimately, to prevention of these 

abnormal conditions. Especially, for abnormal wound healing patients such as 

diabetics, evaluation of the healing process and application of proper intervention are 

crucial. Currently, biopsies and histological evaluations are the only options that have 

been used to access treatment effectiveness. Biopsy is not an optimal method for this 

problem since it causes pain and potential structural changes during the excision. 

More importantly, frequent evaluation of the wound sites is not possible. OCT is a 

relatively new noninvasive imaging modality that can image the cross-sectional 

structure of skin with high resolution (1~20㎛) by means of low coherence 

interferometry.[1] PS-OCT is a more advanced imaging method that can provide not 

only cross-sectional images but also information regarding the polarization changes 

caused by tissue birefringence changes. In normal skin, birefringence is attributed to 

the loose and interlaced meshwork of collagen fibers in the dermis. Therefore, PS-
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OCT makes it possible to evaluate or even quantify the local variations in the 

structural integrity of collagen fibers noninvasively. [51] 

In this sub-chapter, we monitor the wound healing of rabbit skin tissues using 

the PS-OCT system. The experiment was designed to detect differences in collagen 

fiber regeneration processes during the presence of healing and anti-healing drugs, 

sphingosyl-phosphorylcholine (SPC), and tetraacetylphytosphingosine (TAPS), 

respectively. SPC is reported to stimulate wound healing by various mechanisms, 

including the mitogenic effect.[64] On the other hand, TAPS is known to deter 

neovascularization, which is necessary for healing. Since PS-OCT is a noninvasive 

technique, the same wound sites can be studied at various times after surgery. For in-

vitro study, PS-OCT images were analyzed, and the tissue birefringence was 

quantified for each image. These data were later compared with the conventional 

histopathology. An in-vivo study followed to analyze the same wound sites at various 

postoperative dates. 

2.3.2 Sample Preparation and Experimental Methods 

Ten adult white rabbits weighing between 3.5 and 4.0 kg were conditioned before our 

study. Three full thickness (about 0.5-mm depth) wound sites were made with a 

biopsy punch (5-mm diameter) on each auricle skin of the rabbits so that the cartilage 

surfaces were exposed. The wounds were divided into three sets. One set was left 

untreated (control), and to each remaining set, a different substance was applied 

topically immediately after wounding: SPC (5 µmol), TAPS (5 µmol). All wound 

sites were allowed to heal under transparent Duoderm dressing. 
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For the quantitative in-vitro study, five rabbits were scarified just before PS-

OCT imaging of the wound sites on days 1, 4, 7, 10, and 14 post-wounding. 

Therefore, we obtained two PS-OCT images per animal for control, SPC, and TAPS 

at each time point. Biopsies were performed on each set of wounds after the imaging. 

All biopsy sections used for the histology slides were selected to be close to the 

imaging section for the comparison. By referring to the same boundary marks for 

imaging and the biopsy, we registered histology sections with the OCT images. The 

excised samples were stained with Mason trichrome, which is known to color the 

collagen blue. For continuous monitoring of the wound healing, another five rabbits 

were chosen. Each was individually imaged at 1, 4, 7, 10, and 14 days at the same 

wound sites with the PS-OCT system in vivo. Ten data points (two for each of the 

five animals) for control, SPC, and TAPS at each time point were acquired. 

We constructed a bulk-optics type PS-OCT system for in-vitro investigation 

(Figure 2−2). A SLD with a center wavelength of 1,300 nm and full width at half 

maximum bandwidth of 40 nm was used as a broadband light source. The axial 

scanning rate was 20 Hz, and the axial and lateral resolutions were 18 µm and 14 µm, 

respectively. This slow scan speed helps us to obtain high-quality OCT images, 

which then can be directly compared to the histology pictures. The Stokes parameters 

[S0(z) S1(z) S2(z) S3(z)] were calculated from the two orthogonal polarized light.[6],[48] 

The conventional OCT structure image was formed using the intensity of 

backscattered light S0(z). A birefringence image constructed from S3(z) visualized the 

birefringent tissue regions in the form of the depth-resolved polarization change of 

light reflected from the tissue. The rate at which the Stokes parameter S3(z) oscillates 
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with depth is proportional to the magnitude of phase retardation φ.[65],[66] Therefore, 

the phase retardation angle can be calculated from the depth-resolved polarization 

changes. We obtained the quantitative information by calculating phase retardation as 

a function of depth. [52] 

 

 

Figure 2−−−−5. Schematic of the fiber-based PS-OCT system. [25],[52] PC: 

polarization controller, PBS: polarization beam splitter, Pol.Mod.: 

polarization modulator. 

 

For in-vivo study, a fiber-based PS-OCT system was constructed (Figure 2−5). 

[25], [52] Light from SLD was passed through the polarization controller (PC1) and 

linear polarizer (LP1) to make linear polarized light with full power. Linear polarized 

light was sent to a piezo-driven polarization modulator controlled by a four-step 

driving function designed to change into four orthogonal states in a Poincaré sphere 

representation. After passing through the polarization modulator, the light was split 

into the sample and reference arms by 50/50. In the reference arm, PC2 and LP2 were 

used to maintain a linear constant polarization state. We used the RSOD for depth 
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scanning.[67], [68] In the sample arm, a linear piezo motor was attached to a focuser for 

B-scanning. Light reflected from the skin was recombined with light from the 

reference arm, which then was split into two orthogonal polarization states, and 

detected by two photodetectors. The axial scanning rate and polarization-changing 

rate of the polarization modulator were 200 Hz and 50 Hz, respectively. The axial 

resolution was about 20 µm in air. We referred to Park et al. to obtain phase 

retardation in birefringent tissue from the raw data. [52] 

2.3.3 Experimental Results and Discussion 

A representative in-vitro image of normal auricle skin is shown in Figure 2−6 with 

the corresponding histology. The layered structure of the skin composed of the 

epidermis (e), dermis (d), and cartilage (c) is visible in the backscattering intensity 

image (Figure 2−6 (a)). The distinction between the epidermis and the dermis is more 

pronounced in the corresponding birefringence image (Figure 2−6 (b)). The gray 

level represents the cosine of the phase retardation. If the collagen density is high or 

the collagen fiber orientation is parallel to the surface, the phase retardation angle 

changes rapidly with depth, and black/white strips appear repeatedly. There is a small 

birefringence change inside the epidermal layer as manifested by no gray level 

change, while birefringence change within the dermal layers is clearly visible, as 

shown by the S3 parameter (cosine of phase retardation angle) change from 1 to −1 

(from black to white). The H&E stained histology image (Figure 2−6 (c)) taken near 

the OCT-imaged region validates the layered structure in the auricle skin. 
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Figure 2−−−−6. PS-OCT images of normal auricle skin. (a) Backscattering 

intensity, (b) birefringence, and (c) the histology of a region nearby 

(H&E stained). The images are physically 8 mm (wide) ×××× 1.3 mm (depth). 

The epidermis, dermis, and cartilage are marked in (a), (c) as e, d, and c, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 2−7 shows the mean retardation values with depth over the full width of 

the image corresponding to Figure 2−6 (b). The graph indicates that the retardation 

values linearly increased from 0.05 mm to 0.2 mm from the surface, which is inside 

the dermis. The least-squared linear fits of the linear regions are used to quantify 

birefringence inside the dermis. The fitting line in Figure 2−7 shows that the mean 

phase retardation is in the range of 0.3 deg/µm for normal auricle skin. This value is 
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similar to that of human skin, which is known to be in the range of 0.25−0.6 deg/µm. 

[24] It is difficult to obtain quantitative information behind the linear range because 

randomly distributed collagen fibers scramble the polarization state of the 

backscattered light. For this study, we used only the linear regions for quantification 

of the wound healing process. 

 

Figure 2−−−−7.  Measured mean phase retardation of normal rabbit 

auricle skin. 

 

Figure 2−8 shows the representative in-vitro results after 14 days post-surgery. 

The three sets of images are backscattering intensity (S0) and birefringence (S3) 

images of the control site, SPC site, and TAPS site, respectively. The enlarged tissue 

size for the SPC-treated lesion looks a bit smaller than those for the TAPS and 

control sites. Comparing the birefringence images, the birefringence by collagen 

fibers are better restored when SPC was applied, which is evident from the larger 

polarization change under the wound (rapid gray level change with depth). On the 

other hand, the birefringence images of the TAPS wounds show less pronounced 
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collagen restoration. It seems that the control wound image has a different feature, 

which can be described as scattered spots of strong birefringence change. The 

measured mean phase retardation φ of each case supports our observation: 0.06, 0.10, 

and 0.04 deg/µm for control, SPC, and TAPS sites, respectively, for wounds in 

Figure 2−8. 

 

 

Figure 2−−−−8. PS-OCT images on 14th day post-wounding. All images take 

the same color map drawn in Figure 2−−−−11. The physical size of each 

image is 1.3 mm (depth) ×××× 8.5 mm (width). 

 

The mean degree of wound healing was quantified for in-vitro and in-vivo 

samples at the 4th, 7th, 10th, and 14th day post-wounding. We measured both mean 

phase retardation angles inside wounds and nearby no-wound regions from each 

image. Then the mean phase retardation angle values of the wound sites were 

normalized with those of the no-wound regions to compensate for the individual 
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differences in the samples. Therefore, if the normalized birefringence becomes close 

to the value of 1, it may mean that the collagen structure in the wound region is 

almost restored. The normalized phase changes (birefringence change) at various 

dates are shown in Figure 2−9.  

For the in-vivo case, five animals (n=5) were imaged to acquire data, and the 

error bars in the graph represent the maximum and minimum values for each data set. 

Even if the error bars are large due to sample variations, the overall trends of the in-

vivo and the in-vitro data show the same feature. Firstly, the SPC-treated and the 

control wounds show increasing birefringence restoration with time, while the TAPS-

applied wounds show no or negligibleimprovement. Secondly, drug effects start to be 

pronounced after 10 days post-surgery. Before 10 days post-surgery, all the samples 

show low mean phase retardations, and drug effects were not obvious. After 10 days 

post-surgery, the SPC-applied wounds began to have higher phase retardations than 

the control and reached almost that of the nearby normal tissue on the 14th day. 

 It should be noted that phase retardation is not only correlated to collagen 

content but also to the orientation of collagen fibers. [69] In order to identify the 

dominant source of the mean phase retardation difference in the wound healing 

process, we compared some of our PS-OCT images with corresponding histology. 

Figure 2−9 indicated that the phase retardation values became significantly different 

starting from 10 days post-surgery. The in-vitro results at 10 days post-surgery and 

corresponding histology are presented in Figure 2−10. The left three sets of images 

are birefringence (S3) images of the control, SPC, and TAPS sites, respectively. The 

right-column images are corresponding histology pictures with Mason tri-chrome 
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staining, which selectively stains the collagen fibers. The birefringence images show 

similar degrees of restoration of collagen fibers for the control and SPC wounds. On 

the other hand, the same image for the TAPS-applied wound shows almost no 

collagen restoration, which displays similar trends with the 14th-day pictures. The 

histology show that the collagen density is the densest for SPC, less dense in the 

control, and sparse in the TAPS wound, which certainly will be reflected in the phase 

retardation values. 
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(b) 

Figure 2−−−−9. The correlation between mean phase retardation and days 

post-wounding; (a) in-vitro and (b) in-vivo case. The error bars in the in-

vivo case represent the minimum and maximum of the measured values 

for each data set (n=5). 
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(a)                             (b) 

Figure 2−−−−10. PS-OCT images and corresponding histology of 10th post-

wounding day: (a) PS-OCT images and (b) Mason tri-chrome stained 

histology. Each row of images is from the control, SPC, and TAPS sites, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 2−11 shows the image-processed histology pictures that signify the 

orientation of collagen fibers. An image thinning algorithm was applied to enhance 

the visualization of fiber orientation.[70] Along with original histology images, 

collagen fiber orientation maps of the SPC-applied wound indicate preferentially 

aligned fibers in parallel with the skin surface, which is a preferable condition for 

large phase retardation. On the contrary, randomly distributed fiber bundles were 
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found in control and TAPS wounds. Therefore, it is concluded that the SPC drug 

stimulated more and parallel collagen generation, both of which contributed to the 

large phase retardation shown in the PS-OCT images. 

SPC is known to be an active modulator of the cells that are involved during 

wound healing, including upregulation of fibronectin (FN) that mediates collagen 

deposition and wound contraction inducing alignment of fibers in granulation tissue. 

[64] The observations of a larger number of collagen fibers and the uniform orientation 

in SPC site support that the strong birefringence in PS-OCT images is caused by the 

accelerated healing process. Randomly distributed fiber bundles in the TAPS-applied 

 

 

Figure 2−−−−11. Image-processed histology pictures of control, SPC-, and 

TAPS-treated wounds. The collagen fibers were selectively imaged. It is 

clear that the fiber directions in the SPC-treated wound are more 

parallel to the surface compared to the others. 
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site indicate that the drug does impede the healing process. The weak birefringence in 

the corresponding PS-OCT images can be explained by the same reason. 

It is of interest to point out that our observation shown in Figure 2−9 shows 

clear drug effects after 10 days post-surgery. Before 10 days post-surgery, all the 

samples displayed low mean phase retardations, and the drug effects were not 

distinguishable from each other. This specific timing of a sudden change in phase 

retardation can be correlated to the healing phase. The entire wound healing process 

consists of four phases: hemostasis, inflammation, granulation tissue formation, and 

remodeling.[66] Histopathologic findings of rabbit auricles showed that granulation 

tissues were markedly decreased and active collagen matrix remodeling occurred, 

especially in SPC-treated sites at 10 days after wounding. Thus, our observation 

results support the conclusion that the quantification of the healing process by PS-

OCT images reflects the progress of collage matrix remodeling and its properties 

such as collagen contents and fiber orientation. Also, our results support that the SPC 

drug, which was known to improve the wound healing process, does so by optimizing 

the collagen remodeling process. 

It is known that the wound healing process lasts for years after an injury initially 

occurs. During that period, collagen is degraded and deposited in an equilibrium-

producing rate. Also, changes in collagen fiber orientation are expected. As a future 

study, we will observe the wound sites for longer than 14 days to obtain complete 

views regarding changes of PS-OCT images through the entire healing process. 
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2.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we demonstrated obtaining the cross-sectional structure and 

polarization images of articular cartilage. The thickness of toe cartilage was 

measured, and the polarization images between different types of cartilage showed a 

clear difference. From the S3 images, it was shown that phase changes with depth 

occur more slowly for a knee condyle (type II collagen) than for a meniscus (type I 

collagen). As a result, we concluded that the birefringence of type I collagen is 

stronger than that of type II collagen. The collagen fiber orientation was also figured 

using the PS-OCT system using the S1 and S2 images. Finally, we tested the PS-OCT 

system to see if it could produce different images between normal and damaged 

cartilage tissues. While uniform phase changes were observed in the normal cartilage, 

the damaged joint contained little cartilage, which is evident by the immediate 

depolarization and loss of birefringence, as seen in the PS-OCT images. The 

histology studies showed a similar cross-sectional pattern between normal and 

damaged tissues. In this study, we believe that the PS-OCT system can be a useful 

tool for diagnosis of arthritis, which may reveal information regarding the healthiness 

or effectiveness of specific drugs. When coupled with endoscope technologies, PS-

OCT may be used for in-vivo clinical uses. 

In the second experiment, we obtained cross-sectional and polarization images 

of wounds by using PS-OCT. Drug effects such as acceleration or inhibition of the 

healing process were noninvasively monitored using the PS-OCT system. Wound 

healing processes for two drugs, which cause opposite effects, were monitored, and 

the distinctive features were extracted from the results. Based on the in-vitro and the 
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in-vivo experiments, we found that quantification of the degree of wound healing 

using PS-OCT images reflected the initiation of matrix deposition and its properties 

such as collagen contents and fiber orientation. Our studies indicate that the PS-OCT 

system may be useful for studies related to abnormal wound healing and drug 

development. 
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Chapter 3 

Quantification of Scattering Changes Using PS-OCT 

 

3.1 Overview 

The noninvasive and accurate measurement of linear optical properties such as 

absorption and scattering coefficients in biological tissues is essential for medical 

diagnosis.[71]−[79] It is also well known that for biological tissues under certain 

pathologic conditions such as dysplasia or carcinoma, scattering changes can occur 

due to variations in the refractive index mismatch between the intracellular fluid (or 

cellular components) and extracellular fluid.[71], [72] Additionally, the sizes of cellular 

nuclei may be increased and the structural protein density may be decreased, which 

can contribute to the tissue scattering changes. [73] Therefore, the measurement of the 

change in the scattering coefficient may facilitate the discrimination between normal 

and abnormal tissues. [72], [73] 

Elastic-scattering spectroscopy, diffuse optical tomography, confocal 

microscopy, and optical coherence tomography (OCT) have been studied as optical 

diagnosis tools that measure the scattering change or scattering coefficient.[73]−[76] 

Recently, several research groups have proposed and studied OCT as a measurement 

tool for scattering changes.[71]−[73], [77] Using OCT, the scattering changes can be 

detected by means of obtaining the exponential slope of the light attenuation with 

depth.[71],[72],[77] The OCT system has also been studied for a similar methodology, 

which has been employed for the diagnosis of cervical cancer by measuring the slope 
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of the intensity signal decay with depth.[77] The results show that the slope of the 

intensity decay in normal tissue is lower than that in abnormal tissue. However, this 

method has a limitation in that the decay slope can be significantly affected by the 

location of the focal point. A nonflat tissue surface and motion artifacts can lead to 

the misinterpretation of the intensity decay slope.[72] 

It is well known that the scattering also affects the polarization state during the 

propagation of polarized light in turbid media. Polarized light incident onto a highly 

scattering medium is multiply scattered and depolarized.[80]−[83] In this chapter, we 

demonstrate a PS-OCT system that can provide not only cross-sectional images but 

also information regarding the polarization state of the light reflected back from the 

turbid media to measure and quantify the depolarization caused by scattering in 

Intralipid suspensions. The depolarization can be quantified by estimating the DOP 

changes with depth. Additionally, we quantify the axial DOCP decay profiles from 

normal and abnormal cervical tissues and compare our DOCP results with 

histological readings and test the feasibility of our technique in the diagnosis of 

cervical pathology. 

3.2 Optical Phantom Studies 

We assume two hypotheses in this study: (1) since the DOP change with depth can be 

normalized by the reflected light intensity, the location of the focal point does not 

affect our readings and (2) the DOP change with depth is affected by the scattering 

properties. In order to verify these hypotheses, we constructed a typical PS-OCT 

system (Figure 1−5). A superluminescence diode (SLD) with a center wavelength of 
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1300 nm and a bandwidth of 40 nm was used as the light source. The DOP was 

calculated as 0
2
3

2
2

2
1 / SSSSDOP ++= .[6],[48] For axial scanning, we used a rapid-

scanning optical delay line (RSOD) method with a scan rate of 200 Hz corresponding 

to a Doppler (carrier) frequency of 65 kHz and 5000 sampling points per single A-

line. [67], [68], [84] The axial depth scan range was approximately 2 mm. 

In phantom studies, we used the DOP profile with depth to quantify the 

scattering properties for both liquid and solid phantoms that contain 2.5%, 5%, and 

10% Intralipid suspensions as scatterers. Each sample was scanned over a surface in 

a manner similar to conventional two-dimensional OCT imaging and the signals were 

averaged over 1000 A-lines. 

We demonstrated that changes in the DOP depend on changes in the scattering 

coefficient and they can be quantified by using a PS-OCT system in previous studies. 

We have tested our hypothesis using 2.5%, 5%, and 10% Intralipid suspensions and 

solid phantoms made of gelatin for the DOP measurements. We have also quantified 

the DOP changes with depth caused by changes in the concentration of scatterers in 

the liquid and solid phantoms using a Boltzmann equation fitting method. It is clearly 

shown that the DOP change has a linear relationship with the scattering change. We 

described these results in coworker’s, J.-H. Kang, Masters Thesis.[78] 

Other groups have studied the depolarization pattern depending on changes in 

the particle size or concentration using an OCT or a PS-OCT system.[50],[85] J. M. 

Schmitt and S. H. Xiang[85] measured and quantified the depolarization using a 

conventional OCT system before the first PS-OCT system for biological sample 

imaging was introduced by de Bore et al [51]. They used a linear polarizer to polarize 
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the incident beam. Then, by manually rotating a QWP on the reference arm, they 

collected the co-polarized and cross-polarized lights to measure two of the four 

Stokes parameters. In addition, they arbitrarily defined the depolarization ratio as the 

ratio between co-polarization and cross-polarization interference intensities, which is 

different from the conventional definition of the DOP. They showed that the 

depolarization ratio increased with the particle size or scatterer concentration, which 

is consistent with our results. 

Jiao et al. also performed similar measurements using a PS-OCT system.[50] 

They delivered four different polarizations (horizontal, vertical, right circular, and 

left circular) in both the sample and reference arms and found 4 × 4 Mueller matrix 

images. In their phantom studies, the DOP, DOLP, and DOCP were calculated by 

having only horizontally polarized light incident on the sample and changing the 

polarization of the beam on the reference arm. They showed that the DOP could be 

changed for Intralipid concentrations of 1%, 2%, and 5% and proposed that the DOP 

changes were caused by the Brownian motion of the particles in the liquid.[50] In 

addition, the authors reported that all the DOP data were unity at all depths scanned 

over solid fish bone.[50] This is theoretically correct since OCT is a coherence gating 

technique. One of the major differences between Jiao’s study and ours is that we 

collected each A-scan datum, averaged the raw data (Stokes parameters) first, and 

then calculated the DOP both for liquid and solid phantoms. In this manner, we can 

expect the “polarization scrambling effect,” which results in sub-unity DOP values 

for both liquid and solid samples. 
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We showed that our technology is insensitive to the location of the focal point, 

which is very important in clinical settings.[78] Conventional OCT technology can be 

used for the quantification of scattering changes assuming that the position of the 

focal point is maintained at certain depth throughout the B-scans, which is difficult to 

control since the tissue surfaces are usually not flat. Using our technology, the 

scattering changes can be estimated more reliably. 

Figures 3−1 (a) and (b) show the degree of circular polarization (DOCP) and the 

degree of linear polarization (DOLP) profiles in liquid and solid phantoms, which are 

calculated as 0
2
3 / SSDOCP=  and 0

2
2

2
1 / SSSDOCP += , respectively,[47],[50] 

drawn against the DOP. These results demonstrate that the DOCP is similar and 

linearly proportional to the DOP when circularly polarized light is incident onto the 

scattering medium assuming no phase retardation due to birefringence. Therefore, in 

human studies, we used the axial decay of the DOCP. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3−−−−1. The degree of circular polarization (DOCP) and the degree 

of linear polarization (DOLP) profiles drawn against the DOP. The 

DOCP changes contributed significantly to the DOP changes when 

circularly polarized light was incident onto the scattering medium of 

liquid (a) and solid (b) states without phase retardation due to 

birefringence. 
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3.3 Optical Diagnosis of Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasm using PS-OCT 

It is important not only to detect cancer but also to discriminate the degree of cervical 

intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN-I, II, III), which is cervical dysplasia at the squamo-

columnar junction. Low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (L-SIL) correspond to 

CIN-I, and high-grade SIL (H-SIL) to CIN-II, CIN-III, and carcinoma in situ (CIS). 

These stages can be differentiated only through pathological examination.[86]-[89] 

It is well known that when CIN is present in the cervix, the nuclear/cytoplasmic 

(N/C) area ratio increases significantly. [90]−[93] Since the nucleus of a cell is one of the 

important scatterers, these changes eventually affect the scattering property of the 

epithelium. The scattering property change inevitably induces variations in the degree 

of polarization (DOP). [94]−[97] Polarization-sensitive OCT (PS-OCT) can provide not 

only cross-sectional images but also information related to the polarization state of 

the back-scattered (or back-reflected) light from biological tissues. [48], [98]−[100]  

In preliminary study, cervical tissues were obtained from five women. One 

woman had an H-SIL condition. The others had normal conditions. Cervical 

conization tissues were obtained from 18 female patients. Immediately after the cone 

biopsy, each sample was imaged with the PS-OCT system. The excised samples were 

then stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), and read by a physiologist. In a 

clockwise direction, we obtained 3-D images with a B-mode scanning range of 2 mm 

and a C-mode scanning range of 4 mm. The excised samples were treated with H&E 

staining. 

We obtained backscattered images (S0) and normalized circular-polarization 

images (S3/S0) of the cervical samples. The layered structure of the cervix comprising 
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the epithelium and stroma is clearly visible. However, although a normal cervix was 

imaged by the PS-OCT system, the layered structure is not visible. When an 

abnormal tissue with H-SIL was obtained, the layered structure is not visible in this 

case as well. Therefore, it is concluded that the presence of a basement membrane, 

which distinguishes the epithelium from stroma, in the intensity images cannot be a 

good marker for precancer diagnosis. Discrimination between normal and H-SIL 

tissues is difficult to perform simply by looking at the intensity images. However, the 

penetration depth of a normal tissue image is deeper than that of an H-SIL tissue 

image due to the change in the scattering coefficient, which is as we expected.  

We also constructed another 3-D volume image from 2D polarization state 

images which are not shown here. We did not average the data for the whole 3D 

image. We split each 3-D DOCP volume image into 3~9 sub-volumes and then 

averaged the DOCP signals for each sub-area. We calculated the DOCP as follows: 

[48], [50] 

0

2
3

S

S
DOCP=                              3−1 

The DOCP changes are caused by depolarization due to scattering, phase 

retardation due to tissue birefringence, noise fluctuation artifacts, etc.[48],[50],[57] Since 

the SNR of the intensity signal from the epithelium was generally much higher than 

noise level, we excluded the possibility that the noise fluctuation significantly 

influenced the DOCP changes. Furthermore, we do not believe that the birefringence 

affected the DOCP changes because there are no collagen fibers in the epithelium of 

the cervix. On the other hand, the basement membrane comprises type IV collagen, 
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and collagen and elastin are the major components of the stroma.[73], [101] Therefore, 

we hypothesize that the DOCP changes were induced only by the depolarization 

caused due to scattering. Because we were interested only in the epithelium layer, the 

slope of the DOCP decay was quantified from 80 µm to 250 µm while excluding the 

surface signal using the least-square linear fit method. Therefore, we found that the 

averaged slopes of the DOCP signal were 0.92 mm–1 and 1.71 mm–1 in normal and H-

SIL cervix tissues, respectively.[86],[87] 

In diagnosis study, the experimental protocol followed the directions of the 

Institution Review Board (IRB) at the Wonju Christian Hospital, Yonsei University. 

Cervical conization tissues were obtained from 18 female patients. Immediately after 

the cone-biopsy, each sample was imaged with the PS-OCT system. 

About 2–4 areas were imaged per sample; we obtained a total of 71 images. The 

excised samples were then stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), and read by 

two pathologists. The histological readings were later compared with the PS-OCT 

results. The PS-OCT and histology data were co-registered by marking the imaged 

areas using dark ink between PS-OCT and pathology readings. We adjusted the 

threshold value from 1.6 mm–1 to 2.0 mm–1 after set a criterion with the averaged 

slope of H-SIL.[88],[89] The best criterion to discriminate between normal and H-SIL 

samples was found to be an axial decay slope of 1.8 mm–1, which produced a 

sensitivity and specificity of 94.7 % and 71.2 %, respectively.[88],[89] We found one 

false-negative case from a sample that was quite bloody and produced a low signal. 

We believe that our readings can be improved if the entire cervix area can be scanned. 
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These results about human studies were described with much circumstance in 

coworkers’, M.-S. Kang[86] and J.-Y. Yoo[89], Masters Thesis. 

3.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we demonstrated that changes in the scattering coefficient can be 

quantified by using the PS-OCT system. In liquid and solid phantoms, the axial DOP 

profile was fitted to a Boltzmann equation, and the parameter was found to be 

linearly dependent on the scattering changes. It was also shown that the scattering 

measurements using PS-OCT are much less sensitive to the location of the focal point 

compared to the previously reported method that uses back-reflected intensity 

profiles. 

Additionally, we quantified axial DOCP decay profiles from normal and 

abnormal cervical tissues in a preliminary study for diagnosis of cervical tissues. 

When CIN, which is cervical dysplasia generated at the squamo-columnar junction, is 

present in the cervix, there is an increase in the nuclear size and N/C area ratio. The 

change in the N/C area ratio, which reflects the degree of CIN, results in a change in 

the scattering coefficient. We obtained in-vitro cross-sectional and polarization state 

images of cervical tissues using the PS-OCT system. From the polarization state 

images, we calculated the DOCP as a function of the depth. Because we were 

interested only in the epithelium layer, the slope of the DOCP decay was quantified 

from 80 µm to 250 µm while excluding the surface signal using the least-square 

linear fit method instead of the Boltzmann equation fit method. The averaged slopes 

of the DOCP signal were 0.92 mm–1 and 1.71 mm–1 in normal (16 samples) and H-
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SIL (9 samples) cervix tissues, respectively (p<0.01). The results in the biological 

samples show that the slope of the DOCP decay is largely affected by the pathology 

of the tissue, which involves the scattering property changes. 

In the diagnosis study using the PS-OCT system, we obtained the sensitivity and 

the specificity of the PS-OCT system as an optical diagnosis tool of CIN in cervix. 

We imaged cervical tissues from 71 samples and calculated the averaged slope of the 

DOCP. We adjusted the threshold value from 1.6 mm–1 to 2.0 mm–1 after setting a 

criterion with the averaged slope of H-SIL. The best criterion to discriminate between 

normal and H-SIL samples was found to be an axial decay slope of 1.8 mm–1, which 

produced a sensitivity and specificity of 94.7% and 71.2%, respectively. 

Our studies indicate that the PS-OCT system might be useful in the 

measurements of DOCP with depth in screening for cervical dysplasia. Generally, for 

elderly patients, the squamo-columnar epithelial junction sinks into the orifice of the 

cervix. For further studies, we will require in-vivo investigations using endoscopic 

PS-OCT technology. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Advanced Frequency Domain Optical Coherence 

Tomography 

 

4.1 Overview 

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has been actively studied as a clinical and 

noninvasive imaging tool for biological tissues.[1]−[6] The conventional OCT system is 

based on time domain detection measuring the interference signals as a function of 

time, while scanning the optical path length of the reference arm. [1]−[6] TD-OCT has 

limitations of axial scan rate and sensitivity. FD-OCT is well-known that it uses 

either a spectrography (SD-OCT) or a frequency-swept laser source (SS-OCT or 

OFDI) to measure echo time delays of light by spectrally resolving the interference 

signal. FD-OCT can enable higher scan speeds than TD-OCT. In addition, it has been 

reported that the sensitivity of SD-OCT at 800 nm was 24~27 dB higher than it of 

TD-OCT.[11] Spectral interferometry as SD-OCT was first introduced by Fercher et al. 

[12] in 1995 for measuring intraocular distances. Additionally, the optical frequency 

domain reflectometry method in OCT using a tunable laser source was introduced by 

Chinn et al.[13] and Lexer et al.[14] in 1997. 

SD-OCT at 800-nm wavelength regions has been widely applied because a 

InGaAs line scan camera at 1300-nm regions is very expensive and the acquisition 

speed is slow. Although Yun et al.[35] in 2003 have developed a high-speed SD-OCT 

system at 1300-nm regions using an InGaAs line scan camera with 512 pixels and a 

line rate of 19 kHz, SS-OCT using a frequency-swept laser has been more actively 
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studied for imaging of biological tissues at 1300-nm wavelength regions because SS-

OCT can obtain higher-speed imaging and enable dual-balanced detection to 

eliminate the DC autocorrelation noise over SD-OCT.[8],[102] Frequency-swept lasers 

of 16 kHz and 20 kHz have been already commercialized. An ultra-high-speed swept 

source (>200 kHz) using the Fourier domain mode locking (FDML) method has been 

developed and reported by Huber et al.[103], [104] in 2006 and 2007. 

In this chapter, we demonstrate advanced FD-OCT. First, we show a high-speed 

and real-time SD-OCT using a recently commercialized InGaAs-line scan camera 

with a high acquisition speed and a large pixel number. A camera used in a 

spectrometer of our SD-OCT has a maximum acquisition speed of 46.99 kHz with 

1024 pixels. We could easily construct a spectrometer because we used a 

transmission diffraction grating, an achromatic doublet lens, and large pixel pitch 

size of the line scan camera. In the second sub-chapter, we demonstrate an external 

line-cavity wavelength-swept source using an SOA at 850-nm range and the line-field 

OCT system using our swept source and a high-speed line-CCD camera. The line-

field OCT obtained a cross-sectional image without any mechanical scanning, and a 

3-D volume image with only a 1-D mechanical scanner. 
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4.2 High-speed and Real-time Spectral Domain Optical Coherence Tomography 

4.2.1 Experimental Setup of the SD-OCT System 

Figure 4−1 shows a schematic of our SD-OCT system. We used a SLD with a center 

wavelength of 1310 nm, a FWHM of 86 nm, and a power of 7 mW. The light from 

the SLD coupled with an optical circulator and a 10:90 optical coupler was split into 

sample (90%) and reference arms (10%). Lights reflected from the sample and 

reference arms were recombined and directed into a spectrometer. We simply 

constructed the spectrometer with a diffraction grating, an achromatic doublet lens, 

and an InGaAs line scan camera. The recombined light in the optical coupler was 

incident onto the 1145 lines/mm transmission grating (Wasatch Photonics) with an 

incident angle of 48° and dispersed as shown in Figure 4−1. Each wavelength was  

 

Figure 4−−−−1. Schematic of spectral domain optical coherence tomography 

(SD-OCT). 
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Figure 4−−−−2. Timing diagrams of signals for the x-y galvanometers and 

the line clock for the line scan camera generated from the DAQ board. 

When an image with 512 lines data is obtained, the acquisition time is 

10.9 ms and the frame rate is 15 fps. 

focused by an achromatic doublet lens (f=100 mm, Thorlabs Inc.) onto an InGaAs 

line scan camera (Sensors Unlimited Inc.). The camera has 1024 pixels with 25 µm 

(horizontal) × 500 µm (vertical) pitch. 

The camera used in this study was operated by clocks with 12.5 MHz. To 

acquire one-line data (1024 pixels data), the camera needed minimum 266 clocks. 

Therefore, the maximum line rate of the camera was 46,990 lines/sec (line rate = 

operating clock frequency / number of clock). In the sample arm, 2-D galvanometers 

for obtaining 2-D and 3-D images were used. We made signals to control 2-D 

galvanometers and the line clock of 46.99 kHz to acquire line data using a DAQ 

board (NI-6110, National Instruments Inc.). Figure 4−2 shows the timing diagrams of 

signals for 2-D galvanometers and the line clock for the line CCD camera generated 
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from the DAQ board when 512-lines data were obtained. Generally, in display of 

OCT images, logarithmic compression is the obvious and convenient method because 

the interference signal is detected from the sample with a nonlinear reflectivity as a 

function of the depth.[6] For example, the dynamic range of a frame grabber (or A/D 

converter) with 8-bits is only 48 dB. This value of the dynamic range is not enough to 

display images with 256-gray scale. [6] Therefore, to acquire spectrum data with a 

high dynamic rage, we used a frame grabber (PCIe-1427, National Instruments Inc.) 

with a resolution of 14-bits instead of 8-bits. Additionally, we developed a software 

program to process the acquired signals, to present images, and to control the DAQ 

board and the frame grabber with Visual C++. 

In the spectrometer, wavelength as a function of the camera pixel number 

calibration is important. For wavelength calibration, we tilted the reference mirror 

and obtained the spectrum with an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). When the 

reference mirror was tilted, we could obtain the intensity profile of the reflected light 

from the reference mirror, which contained several peaks and valley points (arrows), 

by using the camera in the spectrometer, as shown in Figure 4−3 (a). Figure 4−3 (b) 

shows the spectrum by using the OSA, which was similar to the intensity profile from 

the camera. Using 29 points of Figure 4−3 (a) and (b), we obtained a wavelength 

graph (rectangular) as a function of the pixel number of the camera as shown in 

Figure 4−4 (a). When the experimental results from the camera and the OSA are 

compared with simulation results (solid line of Figure 4−4 (a)) from the grating 

equation, the two graphs are very similar. We fitted the wavelength graph with a 3rd 
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polynomial equation, as shown in Figure 4−4 (b). From fitted parameters, we led the 

following regression equation about whole pixels of the camera: 

3825 1078384.21072368.214512.063449.1382 nnn −− ×−×+−=λ  

where λ and n are the wavelength and pixel number (0≤n≤1023) of the camera, 

respectively. Although wavelength was calibrated, interference signals were still 

nonlinearly sampled because wavenumber was in inverse proportion to wavelength, k 

= 2π/λ.[9],[35],[105] In frequency domain, interference signals are the function with 

wavenumber as shown in Eq. (1.6). Therefore, interference signals must be rescaled 

into the lineary sampled k-domain by using a linear interpolation method. The 

resampled interferogram was digitally inverse Fourier transformed. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4−−−−3. Measurement results for wavelength calibration of the 

spectrometer. (a) Intensity profile according to CCD pixels in the 

spectrometer. (b) Spectrum obtained by using an optical spectrum 

analyzer (OSA). 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4−−−−4. (a) Simulation results using the grating equation and 

experiment results, which were matched point by point in Figure 4−−−−3. 

(b) 3rd-order polynomial fitted results for obtaining regression equation. 
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4.2.2 System Performances 

We measured and found that the full wavelength range of our spectrometer was 150 

nm from Figure 4−4. Therefore, each pixel was separated by 0.146 nm (δλ). 

According to the Nyquist sampling theorem, the sampling frequency has to be twice 

as large as the highest frequency in the spectrum. Therefore, the period of the cosine 

fringes has δk = π/zmax and the spectrometer has to resolved at least δk /2. When 

2/2 λπδλδ =k , the depth rage can be calculated by δλλ 4/2
0=∆z .[9], [35]−[37] Therefore, 

the depth range was calculated as approximately 2.9 mm. To evaluate system 

performance, we used a neutral density filter and a gold mirror in the sample arm. We 

measured 31.48 dB and 8.97 dB attenuations in the sample and reference arms, 

respectively. Therefore, the total attenuation was 40.45 dB. Figure 4−5 shows the 

 

Figure 4−−−−5. Dynamic range of SD-OCT as a function of the depth when 

the total attenuation is 40.45 dB. The sensitivity of SD-OCT is 108.7 dB. 
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Figure 4−−−−6. The axial resolution as a function of the depth. The axial 

resolution is approximately 14.05 µµµµm. 

dynamic range of our SD-OCT system. It was found that the sensitivity of the system, 

which was determined by adding the sample attenuation constant (40.45 dB), was 

approximately 108.7 dB at a 56.6-µm depth when the CCD camera was set at an 

exposure time of 16.96 µs. The sensitivity was determined by following equation:[11], 

[35] 

ν

τη
E

P
SNR isample= , 

where η is the spectrometer efficiency. Psample and τi are the returned optical power 

from the sample arm and the exposure time of the CCD camera, respectively. 

Additionally, Eν is the photon energy. The theoretical sensitivity was approximately 

115.23 dB when the efficiency of our spectrometer was ideally 70%, and the returned 

sample power was 4.73 mW. The sensitivity of our system was lower than that of the 

theoretical value due to the reduced power by the insertion loss in fiber optics 
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(circulator and coupler) and reflection at each optical part such as the 2-D scan head 

and optics of the spectrometer. Figure 4−6 shows the axial resolution as a function of 

the depth. The axial resolution was measured to be 14.05 µm in air, which was 

greater than the calculated value of 8.8 µm. This difference can be attributed to the 

errors in the linear rescaling procedure from the λ-domain to k-domain. Because an 

axial pixel size in images is 5.66 µm (axial pixel size = depth range / axial pixel 

number) corresponding to an axial measurement ranges of 2.9 mm, the high axial 

pixel size is one of factors, which makes that the measured axial resolution is poor 

than the theoretical axial resolution. 

    When an image with 512 (lateral) × 512 (axial) pixels was obtained, the 

acquisition time was 10.9 ms corresponding to 91 fps (frame rate = line rate of a 

camera / number of lateral pixel). However, the real frame rate was 15 fps because 

 

 

Figure 4−−−−7. Acquisition speed and frame rate of SD-OCT system when 

images with 512 ××××512 pixels were obtained. 
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calculation time for linear interpolation and Fourier transformation was needed 

(Figure 4−7). If we use the multi-thread programming method, the frame rate can be 

improved. 

4.2.3 Images 

Figure 4−8 shows cross-sectional images of a skin-nail junction in a human finger in 

vivo (a) and human tooth in vitro (b). The pixel size of images is 512 (lateral) × 512 

(axial) pixels corresponding to a physical size of 2.56 mm × 2.9 mm. In the figures, 

the horizontal and vertical bars indicate the scale of 500 µm. In Figure 4−8 (a), we 

observed several layers, which were the epidermis, dermis, and nail. Additionally, as 

seen in Figure 4−8 (b), the gingival margin, dentin, and enamel can be clearly 

distinguished. 

Figure 4−9 shows the 3-D volume image of a skin-nail junction in a human 

finger in vivo. In order to reconstruct the 3-D image, we selected a region of interest 

(ROI) with an area of 512 (lateral) × 250 (axial) pixels and obtained 512 2-D images. 

The measurement were 2.56 mm (horizontal), 2.56 mm (vertical), and 1.42 mm 

(depth). We obtained 2-D images during 34.13 seconds for the 3-D volume image. 
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(a)                               (b) 

Figure 4−−−−8. Cross-sectional images with an area of 512 (lateral) ×××× 512 

(axial) pixels. (a) In-vivo image of a skin-nail junction in a human finger. 

(b) In-vitro image of a human tooth. The physical size is 2.56 mm (width) 

×××× 2.9 mm (depth). 

 

 

 

Figure 4−−−−9. The 3-D volume image with 512 2-D images of a skin-nail 

junction in a human finger in vivo. 
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4.3 Swept-Source Optical Coherence Tomography 

4.3.1 Preface of Swept-Source OCT4 

OCT has been widely accepted as an effective clinical tool in many medical 

applications, especially in the ophthalmologic field.[13], [37], [39], [104], [106] Recently the 

FD-OCT has become a preferred choice to investigators over the conventional TD-

OCT mainly for two reasons. First, the data acquisition time is much faster because 

no mechanical depth scanning is needed. Thus real-time imaging can be performed 

more easily. Secondly, the SNR is much improved when the frequency domain 

configuration is used.[8], [10], [39], [106] The basic schematic of SD-OCT includes a low 

coherence source, an interferometer, a spectrometer with a diffraction grating and a 

detector array. One of the variations of FD-OCT, the swept-source optical coherence 

tomography (SS-OCT) has become the focus of recent research. SS-OCT detects the 

wavelength-resolved interference signal by using a frequency-sweeping source and a 

single photodetector. In addition to the advantages of the spectral domain method 

over TD-OCT, SS-OCT has several other advantages over the SD-OCT. First, since 

the rise time of a photodiode is faster than the CCD chips, even faster data 

acquisition is possible. Second, since the interference signal does not have to be 

dispersed by a grating but is directly coupled to a detector, even a smaller and 

simpler system can be configured. Third, it is easier to separate the real OCT image 

from its mirror image. Finally, a dual balanced detector can be used which is useful 

for removing the DC autocorrelation noise.[8], [10], [38], [39], [106] Although SS-OCT has 

these advantages, it has been actively studied only recently at 800 nm ranges, which 
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are useful for eye imaging due to low water absorption compared to popular 1300 nm 

ranges. The swept sources that utilize external cavity and a superluminescent LED or 

a laser diode at 840 nm have been developed and used.[13], [106] However, these 

sources had a narrow wavelength scanning range, and the full width half maximum 

(FWHM) was below 20 nm which is not large enough for high resolution OCT 

imaging. Very recently, a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) with dual port was 

commercialized and utilized for OCT imaging. [106]  

In this sub-chapter, we demonstrate an external line-cavity wavelength-swept 

source using an SOA at 850 nm range with a “single” output port, an optical fiber 

coupler, a diffraction grating with gold coating, and a mirror mounted on a 

galvanometer. Since we employed the swept source of an external line-cavity 

configuration, instead of the conventional ring-cavity system, a simpler system could 

be constructed. Also, a larger spectral bandwidth was achieved. 

4.3.2 External-Line Cavity Swept Source at 850 nm 

Our swept source was constructed on the basis of the optical wavelength selection 

filter with Littman configuration.[107] In the original Littman configuration, the output 

beam is the zeroth-order reflection from the grating at grazing incidence because the 

diffraction grating works as output coupling in addition to wavelength selection. [107] 

Therefore, alignment in the whole OCT system was easily corrupted even at a slight 

change of the incidence angle. We modified the Littman configuration by inserting a 

1 × 2 optical fiber coupler (70:30) in the linear laser cavity as shown in Figure 

4−10.[108] The SOA is a commercial broadband gain module based on double-pass 
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superluminescent diode similar to the AR/HR coated laser diode gain chips 

(SuperlumeDiodes Ltd., SOA371). The beam with 70 % of the total power from the 

optical fiber coupler was collimated by an aspheric collimator lens with 0.55 NA 

(Thorlabs Inc.) and incident onto a reflective diffraction grating of 830-lines/mm, 

gold coating and blaze angle of 19°. The grating at grazing incidence served only for 

wavelength selection, but not for output coupling. The first-order diffracted beam is 

reflected back by using the galvo mirror and the wavelength is continuously tuned by 

rotating the mirror. The back-reflected beam was amplified by the SOA. The 30% 

port of the fiber coupler was connected to the output of the swept source. The tuning 

wavelength is determined by the grating equation:[107],[109] 

)sin(sin βαλ +=
m

d
L                         (4.1) 

where λL is the wavelength of tuning wavelength, d is the grating spacing, and m is 

the diffraction order. α and β are incidence angle and diffraction angle as shown in 

Figure 4−1. The overall length of the external cavity was approximately 75 cm. The 

SOA current was supplied by a precision current source. All the experimental results 

were obtained at a current of 85 mA. The tuning range was controlled by the voltage 

and the repetition rate by the frequency of the galvanometer driver. Because of the 

polarization sensitivity of the intracavity components and the birefringence in the 

fiber, the cavity exhibited weak wavelength-dependent loss. Therefore, the shape of 

the swept source can be made closer to Gaussian profile or nearly flat by adjusting 

the polarization controller. 
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Figure 4−−−−10. Schematic of the external linear-cavity swept source. SOA: 

semiconductor optical amplifier; PC: polarization controller; col.: 

collimator; and SMF: single mode fiber. 

4.3.3 Performances of the swept source 

Figure 4−11 (a) is a spectrum obtained with a fixed scanning mirror. An 

instantaneous spectral width measured is 0.063 nm which was measured by an optical 

spectrum analyzer with a resolution bandwidth of 0.06 nm. Figure 4−11(b) is a time-

averaged, peak-held spectrum taken while the mirror was scanned under normal 

operational conditions. The swept source achieves an effective bi-directional sweep 

rate of 200 Hz using 100 Hz triangular waveform. Figure 4−11 (c) shows the time-

domain swept source output trace when the filter is scanned over 68 nm. Because of 

the polarization sensitivity of the intracavity components and the birefringence in the 

fiber, the cavity exhibited weak wavelength-dependent loss. [110] Therefore, the shape 

of the swept source can be made closer to Gaussian profile or nearly flat by adjusting 

the polarization controller. Figures 4−11 (b) and (c) were acquired when the 

polarization controller was adjusted for maximum average output power. The center  
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 4−−−−11. The optical spectra of the swept source output. (a) An 

instantaneous spectral width of 0.063 nm with a fixed scanning mirror. 

(b) Time-averaged, peak-held spectrum with the center wavelength of 

849 nm and the FWHM of 48 nm. (c) Time-domain swept source output 

trace when the filter is scanned over 68 nm at 100 Hz triangular 

waveform. (d) Linear response (R>0.9) of the wavelength sweeping as a 

function of time. 

 

wavelength of this swept source is 850 nm with a FWHM of 50 nm and a full 

scanning rangeof 68 nm, corresponding to an axial resolution of ~ 6.6 µm in air. The 

output power of our system is approximately 2.4 mW. These data can be compared to 

the published system that utilizes an external ring-cavity at 800 nm range.[106] It has a 
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tuning range of 55 nm, a FWHM of 38 nm, and an instantaneous spectral width of 

0.085 nm.[106] These imply that our source performs better than the ring-cavity source 

except for the average power and the swept rate (Table 4−1). Our source sweeping 

speed is much lower than that of the state-of-the-art devices because we used a slow 

galvanometer which is the only limiting factor for the scan speed. The overall scan 

speed of this wavelength swept source is mainly limited by the two distinct 

parameters; one is the time constant to activate a lasing from amplified stimulated 

emission background and the other is the time to reach a single pass roundtrip in the 

laser cavity. [8], [111] Because, in this setup, the semiconductor gain medium has a small 

relaxation time of nanosecond and the physical length of laser linear cavity is shorter 

than 75 cm, it can be easily available to improve the upper limit of laser scan speed 

more than kHz order only if it is combined with a high speed filter of kHz order such 

as polygon scanner. [112] For example, the experimental result of 115 kHz scan speed 

lasing has been recently achieved by the modified polygon scanner in the similar 

fiber cavity of SOA gain medium with the center wavelength of 1325 nm. [112] We 

Table 4−−−−1. Specification of our swept source compared with other 

group’s swept source 

 Swept source in Ref [106] Our swept source 

Center wavelength 815 − 870 nm 850 nm 

Instantaneous spectral 
bandwidth 

0.085 nm 0.068 nm 

-3 dB bandwidth 38 nm 50 nm 

Tuning range 55 nm 68 nm 

Output power 7 mW (averaged) 2.4 mW (averaged) 

Sweeping speed 
43.2 kHz 

(polygon scanner) 
200 Hz 

(galvanometer) 
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expect that the optical power of our source will be much improved simply by using 

one more SOA. Figure 4-2(d) shows that wavelength sweeping of our source is very 

linear (R>0.9) as a function of time. 

4.3.4 Images using the Swept-source OCT 

We constructed a simple SS-OCT system with bulk optics and a free-space 

photodiode, because it was difficult to find a fiber-type isolator at 800 nm region. We 

obtained 1000 sample points per an A-scan and used a neutral density (ND) filter in 

the reference arm to reduce source intensity noise. This reference power attenuation 

technique has similar effects to the balanced detection technique.[113] The converted 

interference signal was extended from 1000 point sampe-length to 1024 point 

sample-length by zero-padding. The extended signal was rescaled to the linear 

frequency domain by using a simple calibration method [40], [41], and digitally inverse 

Fourier-transformed to yield an A-scan signal which has 512 data points. Figure 4−12 

(a) shows the point spread function (PSF) measured when a sample mirror is located 

 

Figure 4−−−−12. An axial resolution of the SS-OCT system. (a) the point 

spread function when a sample mirror located at 1.03 mm depth position. 

The axial resolution is 5.5 µµµµm. (b) change of axial resolution at multiple 

depth positions. 
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at 1.03 mm depth position. It shows that the axial resolution is 5.5 µm at 1.03 mm 

depth, which was measured after frequency rescaling. The mean axial resolution 

within 1.6 mm depth reange was measured 5.4 µm as shown in Figure 4−12 (b). 

Figure 4−13 shows the sensitivity of the SS-OCT system as a function of the 

depth. We placed a −20 dB ND-filter in the sample arm to avoid detector saturation. 

Therefore, the sensitivity values were determined by adding the sample attenuation 

constant (40dB) to the measured SNR. The maximum sensitivity is in the range of ~ 

104 dB. Sensitivity of our system was lower than that of the theoretical value due to 

the reduced power by reflection at each optical part and the increased noise in free-

space photodiode. In Figure 4−13, a decrease of about 16 dB within a depth range of 

2 mm was observed. 

 

 

Figure 4−−−−13. Sensitivity of our SS-OCT system as a function of the depth 

measured with a sample mirror and -20 dB ND-filter in sample arm. 
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Figure 4−−−−14. SS-OCT image of a fish eye. The image size is 800 (width) ×××× 

512 (depth) pixels and the physical size is 1.6 mm (width) ×××× 2.6 mm 

(depth). 

 

Figure 4−14 is a two-dimensional tomographic image of a fish eye. A fish 

cornea was placed near the focus of an objective lens in the sample arm, and we 

performed a linear B-scan using a linear translation stage. A single B-scan contains 

800 A-scans, hence the image scale is 1.6 mm (width) × 2.6 mm (depth). As seen in 

the figure, the cornea, iris and lens can be clearly distinguished. 
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4.4 Line-Field, Swept-Source Optical Coherence Tomography 

4.4.1 Preface of the Line-field Scanning Method 

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has been extensively studied over the past 15 

years since it provides in vivo images of biological tissues with a high resolution of a 

few micrometers. [1], [2] Swept-source OCT (SS-OCT), which is one of the variations 

of frequency-domain OCT (FD-OCT), has recently attracted considerable attention 

since it has several advantages.[8]−[11], [114]−[116] Similarly to the spectral-domain (SD) 

OCT, which uses a broadband light source and spectrometer as a detection, SS-OCT 

has advantages over time-domain OCT such as higher sensitivity. [11] [115] SS-OCT has 

an advantage over SD-OCT for 1,300 nm since only a single detector can be used 

instead of an expensive detector array in this wavelength range. Also, it is easy to 

separate the real image from its mirror image and to eliminate the DC autocorrelation 

noise with dual-balanced detection.[103] [104], [115]−[117] However, the use of SS-OCT 

involves certain trade-offs: it requires a swept source with an extremely fast scanning 

speed and a high-speed analog-to-digital (A/D) converter with a large onboard 

memory is required for obtaining real-time or video-rate images. For example, the 

visualization of images with a resolution of 512 (axial) × 1000 (lateral) pixels, a 

sampling rate of 1,000 samples/line, and an acquisition speed of 20 fps theoretically 

requires a swept source with a sweep speed of 20 kHz along with an A/D converter 

with a sampling rate of 20 Msamples/s and a large memory.[8],[39],[103],[104],[115] Because 

most SS-OCT systems use a point focus, 1D or 2D mechanical scanning is required 

to acquire a 2D cross-sectional image or a 3D volume image, respectively. 
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Additionally, the data acquisition timing and triggering are difficult to handle 

because the scanner and data have to be controlled in high frequency/speed regions. 

Full-field OCT (FF-OCT) is another type of OCT that can acquire a 3D volume 

image composed of a series of 2D en-face images. It provides fast, high resolution 

and highly sensitive images by using 1D mechanical scanning and an area detector 

such as a 2D CCD camera. [118]−[121] Although FF-OCT only requires 1D mechanical 

scanning to obtain a 3D volume image, it does not immediately yield high-speed 

cross-sectional images, which is sometimes necessary. 

Parallel SD-OCT or line-field SD-OCT (LF-SD-OCT) has been demonstrated to 

yield cross-sectional images without any mechanical scanning.[122]−[127] SD-OCT was 

combined with the line-field method, which uses the full-field method for lateral 

scanning and the spectral-domain method for axial scanning. LF-SD-OCT comprises 

a superluminescent diode (SLD), 2D spectrometer, Michelson interferometer, and 

cylindrical lenses. The long exposure time (in the millisecond range) in the LF-SD-

OCT, which corresponds to the acquisition time of a single B-scan in the 

conventional SD-OCT, is essential because the line-focusing scheme produces a low 

signal-to-noise ratio.[122]−[124] Additionally, the images obtained using this LF-SD-

OCT system can be corrupted rather easily by motion artifacts due to the long 

exposure time. Recently, the same research group introduced an improved LF-SD-

OCT system that can produce high-speed, high-sensitivity 3D volume images. [127] 

In this sub-chapter, we discuss a line-field OCT system using frequency-

sweeping source. The basic schematic of the line-field OCT with frequency-sweeping 

source is similar to that of LF-SD-OCT. In line-field OCT, we use a swept source and 
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a high-speed line CCD camera instead of an SLD and 2D spectrometer. We irradiate 

an elliptical beam onto a sample by using a cylindrical lens and then detect the 

wavelength-resolved interference signal using a line CCD camera. Since we use the 

line CCD camera as a detector, the exposure time can be reduced (in the microsecond 

range); therefore, the images are influenced to a lesser extent by motion artifacts. 

4.4.2 Experimental Setup 

Figure 4-15 (a) shows the schematic of the LF-SS-OCT. The output beam of the 

swept source is collimated by using the air-spaced doublet collimator (Thorlabs Inc.), 

which has low divergence and makes a circular beam with approximately 7 mm. The 

circular beam is transformed into an elliptical beam parallel to the x-axis using a 

cylindrical lens (CL1) with f = 50 mm. The elliptical beam is incident on a beam 

splitter and is split into two arms (reference arm and sample arm with a 50:50 ratio). 

After the beams in the reference and sample arms pass through the identical lenses L3 

and L4 (f = 50 mm), the beams form a line focus parallel to the y-axis on the sample 

and reference mirror. Then, the reflected and recombined beams are focused by L5 (f 

= 50 mm) and detected using a line CCD camera (ATMEL, AViiVATM SM2) with a 

resolution of 512 pixels and an adjustable analog gain (−2 dB to 28 dB). We used a 

neutral density (ND) filter in the reference arm to reduce the source intensity noise. 

[86] The beam paths and optical arrangement for the horizontal and vertical planes of 

the LF-SS-OCT scheme are shown in Figure 4−15 (b). 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4−−−−15. (a) The schematic of the line-field swept-source OCT (LF-

SS-OCT) system. (b) Beam paths viewed from two orthogonal directions. 

SMF: single mode fiber; col.: air-spaced doublet collimator; CL: 

cylindrical lens (f = 50 mm); L1-L 3: convex lenses (f = 50 mm); and BS: 

beam splitter (50:50 ratio). 

 

The frame rate of this imaging system is limited only by the CCD acquisition rate. 

Theoretically, the raw image acquisition speed can reach up to 95 fps for a resolution 

of 512 (lateral) × 1024 (wavelength) pixels because the line acquisition rate of the 

line CCD camera is 98 kHz/line. For triggering the line CCD camera with the swept 

source, we used only the forward sweep of the source; therefore, the frame rate of our  
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Figure 4−−−−16. Timing diagrams of the swept source and line-CCD camera. 

The frame rate of the LF-SS-OCT is 45 fps with a resolution of 512 

(lateral) ×××× 1024 (wavelength) pixels. 

 

LF-SS-OCT system is 45 fps. In Figure 4−16, the timing diagram between the swept 

source and the image acquisition board is shown. Our image acquisition board is a 

frame grabber (GRABLINK valueTM, EURESYS Inc.) with a resolution of 10 bits 

and a memory capacity of 8-MBytes. Because the memory in the frame grabber plays 

a role of only a temporary buffer in contrast with a DAQ board, the maximum time to 

save data or images is not affected by the frame grabber memory. In this way, a 

continuous real-time imaging is possible. The maximum measurement time is limited 

only by the capacity of a hard disk in a computer. In addition, to control the system 

and save the data, we used the Open eVisionTM 1.0 (EURESYS Inc.), which was 

developed and modified by using Visual C++. Signal processing of the data acquired 

by the LF-SS-OCT is shown in Figure 4−13 for the case when a –40 dB partially 

reflecting mirror was used as the sample. A 2D cross-sectional image was acquired  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
Figure 4−−−−17. Signal processing of LF-SS-OCT (a) 1024 lines from each 

pixel of the CCD camera represent the interference spectra. (b) The 

represented interference spectra are rescaled and multiplied by a 

Hanning window. (c) Digitally 1D inverse Fourier transformed. 
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Figure 4−−−−18. The final transformed image has a resolution of 512 

(lateral) ×××× 512 (axial) pixels. 

 

by post-processing. We captured a 1024-line image by using a frame grabber with a 

resolution of 10 bits during a single scanning period of the swept source. The 1024 

lines from each pixel of the CCD camera represent the interference spectra as shown 

in Figure 4−17 (a). These data are rescaled to the linear frequency domain by using 

a linear interpolation method.[39]−[41] The resampled interferogram was multiplied by 

a Hanning window (Figure 4−17 (b)) and digitally 1D inverse Fourier transformed 

(Figure 4−17 (c)). Figure 4−18 shows that the final transformed image has a 

resolution of 512 (lateral) × 512 (depth) pixels. 
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4.4.3 System performances 

We used a –40 dB partially reflecting mirror as the sample to evaluate the system 

performance. The depth range in air was determined by ∆z = λo
2/4δλ, where λo is the 

center wavelength and δλ = ∆λ/N (∆λ: the wavelength range, N: the total number of 

sample points). Therefore, the depth range is calculated to be 2.6 mm. The sensitivity 

of our line-field OCT system measured near the central pixel of the line-CCD array is 

shown in Figure 4−19 (a). It was found that the sensitivity of the system is 

approximately 88 dB at near zero depth when the line-CCD camera is set at an 

exposure time of 10 µs and with full analog gain (28 dB). Our camera can have a 

maximum exposure time of 13 µs when an image with 512 × 1024 pixels and 45 fps 

is obtained. The sensitivity of our system was rather lower than expected partially 

because the sensitivity of the line-CCD camera was off-the-peak near the 850-nm 

range. Our line-CCD camera exhibited its maximum response at 700 nm. A decrease 

of approximately 12 dB was observed within a depth range of 1.9 mm. Figure 4−19 

(b) shows the sensitivity at different pixel positions of the line-CCD camera. The 

sensitivity at the side pixels is significantly lower than that near the central pixels 

(256th pixel) since the cylindrical lens produces a near-Gaussian profile along the 

lateral (CCD array) direction. 

The actual axial resolution was measured to be 8.3 µm in air, which was greater 

than the calculated value of 6.4 µm. This difference can be attributed to the non-

Gaussian shape of the spectrum and the errors in the recalibration procedure. Since 

we used a line-focused beam, we can define lateral resolution with two different types.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4−−−−19. Sensitivity of the LF-SS-OCT. (a) Sensitive as a function of 

the depth when a – 40 dB partially reflecting mirror is located in the 

sample arm. (b) Sensitivity of as a function of the depth and the pixels of 

the line-CCD camera. 
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Figure 4−−−−20. (a) 3D reconstruction image of a one-dollar coin using the 

LF-SS-OCT system. (b) Photograph of the coin. 

 

The lateral resolution in the vertical plane is determined using the Nyquist sampling 

theorem and the ratio (M = ls/lCCD) of the sizes of the line-focused beams in the 

sample and the line-CCD camera, ∆x = 2⋅ls⋅M/N. Further, lS and lCCD denote the line 

lengths of the beam focused on the sample and line CCD camera, respectively, and N 

denotes the pixel array size of the line-CCD camera. The lateral resolution in the 

horizontal plane is determined from ∆y = 4⋅λ⋅f/(π⋅d). Therefore, the lateral resolutions 

in the vertical and horizontal planes are 27 µm and 7.7 µm, respectively. 

4.4.4 Images 

Figure 4−20 shows the 3D volume image of a one-dollar coin. We included a linear 

actuator for imaging a 3D structure. In order to reconstruct the 3D image, we selected 

a region of interest (ROI) with an area of 512 (lateral) × 150 pixels (axial) and 

obtained 200 2D images. The measurement ranges were 7 mm (horizontal), 4 mm 

(vertical), and 0.88 mm (depth), as shown in Figure 4−20 (b). The profile and shape 
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of the characters and patterns in the coin can be distinctly observed. Additionally, we 

could determine that the height between the upper and lower layers was 

approximately 87 µm. 

Figure 4−21 shows the cross-sectional image of a fish eye in vitro and our 

camera was set at the exposure time of 13 µs. We selected an ROI with an area of 

512 (lateral) × 180 (axial) pixels corresponding to a physical size of 7 mm × 0.9 mm. 

In the figure, the horizontal and vertical bars indicate scales of 1.0 mm and 0.2 mm, 

respectively; the various layers of the cornea can be clearly distinguished. The image 

quality, particularly in deeper regions, can be improved when a higher-power swept 

source becomes available. Further, the line-focusing scheme produced a low overall 

power density, thereby contributing to the reduced image quality. Currently, the 

lateral sample size is the same as the physical array size of the line-CCD 

(approximately 7 mm). 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4−−−−21. A cross-sectional image with an area of 512 (lateral) ×××× 160 

(axial) pixels of a fish eye using the LF-SS-OCT system. The physical 

size is 7 mm (width) ×××× 0.9 mm (depth). The horizontal and vertical bars 

indicate scales of 1.0 mm and 0.2 mm, respectively. 
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In OCT system with wide-field (or line-field) illumination and parallel detection, 

multiply scattered light can result in a strong cross-talk-generated noise between 

parallel detection channels. Therefore, the speckle cross-talk can significantly 

degrade the image quality of scattering medium such as biological tissue. The cross-

talk-generated noise depends on the wide-filed (or line-field) diameter, the objective 

NA in sample arm, and the source coherence length.[128] If the objective lens with 

lower NA, the light source with a smaller diameter (length of the line focus) and a 

shorter coherence length are used, effects of cross-talk generated noise can be 

reduced.[128] Also, in order to reduce a cross-talk noise and to obtain higher quality 

images, it is also necessary to reduce the length of the line focus to illuminate smaller 

regions. 

4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we developed advanced FD-OCT systems: a high-speed and real-time 

SD-OCT and a line-field OCT using a frequency-swept source. First, the SD-OCT 

system was constructed with a transmission diffraction grating and a high-speed 

InGaAs line-CCD camera (1024 pixels, 46,990 lines/sec). Our system had a 

sensitivity of 108.72 dB, an axial resolution of 14.05 µm, and a frame rate of 15 fps. 

We obtained 2-D images of a skin-nail junction in a human finger in vivo and a 

human tooth in vitro. In addition, we obtained a 3-D volume image with 512 2-D 

images of a skin-nail junction in a human finger in vivo. 

In the second topic, we demonstrated a simple external-line cavity wavelength-

swept source at an 800-nm region that can be useful for SS-OCT imaging. Our swept 
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source was constructed with an SOA at 850-nm regions with a “single” output port, 

an optical fiber coupler, a diffraction grating with gold coating, and a mirror mounted 

on a galvanometer. The swept source produced 2 mW average output power with an 

instantaneous linewidth of 0.063 nm, which was tuned over a wavelength range of 68 

nm with FWHM of 48 nm at a repetition rate of 200 Hz. 

 Finally, we described a line-field OCT system with our developed frequency-

sweeping source that uses imaging optics to form a line focus on the sample; it is 

capable of detecting wavelength-resolved interference signals using a swept source 

and a high-speed line-CCD camera. This line-field OCT has a sensitivity of ~88 dB, 

an axial resolution of 8.3 µm, and an acquisition speed of 45 fps. The line-field OCT 

obtained a cross-sectional image of a fish eye without any mechanical scanning, and 

a 3-D volume image of a one-dollar coin with only 1-D mechanical scanning. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusion 

 

The OCT system is an optical imaging tool that can acquire a cross-sectional image 

with high-speed and high-resolution for biological tissues. Additionally, PS-OCT 

produces not only structural cross-sectional images but also functional images 

regarding the phase retardation and depolarization of light. We have developed PS-

OCT systems based on the time domain method for applications of high-resolution 

functional imaging. In the early stage of the PS-OCT system, the reference arm for 

depth scanning was composed with a galvanometer mirror on which a prism is 

rotated by 2°, which gives us the A-scan depth of 2.4 mm. The scanning rate is 20 Hz. 

By using this system, we have in vitro studied quantification of birefringence changes 

in articular cartilage and drug effects of wound healing in rabbits’ auricle skin.  

Additionally, we constructed a PS-OCT system using the rapid-scanning optical 

delay line (RSOD) method with a scanning rate of 200 Hz. This PS-OCT system was 

used for in-vivo study about the drug effects of wound healing in rabbits’ auricle skin. 

Second, we studied the quantification of scattering changes throughout optical 

phantom studies and a biological sample study. The scattering property change 

inevitably induces variations in the DOP or the DOCP. After optical phantom studies, 

we compared our DOCP results by using PS-OCT with histological readings and 

tested the feasibility of our technique in the diagnosis of cervical pathology. 

In the first set of experiments, we demonstrated how to obtain cross-sectional 

structural and polarization images of articular cartilage. The thickness of toe cartilage 
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was measured, and polarization images between different types of cartilage fiber 

showed a clear difference. From the S3 images, it was shown that phase changes with 

depth occur more slowly for type II collagen fiber in knee condyle than for type I 

collagen fiber in meniscus. As a result, we concluded that the birefringence of type I 

collagen fiber is stronger than that of type II collagen fiber. The collagen fiber 

orientation was also figured using the PS-OCT system using S1 and S2 images. 

Additionally, we tested the PS-OCT system to see if it can produce different images 

between normal and damaged human cartilage tissues. While uniform phase changes 

were observed in normal cartilage, the damaged joint contains little cartilage, which 

is evident by the immediate depolarization and loss of birefringence. Finally, we 

monitored drug effects such as acceleration (SPC) or inhibition (TAPS) on the 

healing process. Wound healing processes for two drugs, which cause opposite 

effects, were monitored, and distinctive features were extracted from the results. 

Based on the in-vitro and the in-vivo experiments, we found that quantification of the 

degree of wound healing using PS-OCT images reflects the initiation of matrix 

deposition and its properties such as collagen contents and fiber orientation. Drug 

effects start to be pronounced after 10 days post-surgery. Before 10 days post-surgery, 

all the samples show low mean phase retardations, and drug effects were not obvious. 

After 10 days post−surgery, the SPC-applied wound began to have higher phase 

retardations than the control and on the 14th day, almost reached to that of the nearby 

normal tissue. This study indicates that the PS-OCT system may be useful for studies 

related to abnormal wound healing and drug development. 
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In the second set of experiments, we demonstrated that changes in the scattering 

coefficient can be quantified by using the PS-OCT system. It is also well-known that 

for biological tissues under certain pathologic conditions such as dysplasia or 

carcinoma, scattering changes can occur due to variations in the refractive index 

mismatch between the intracellular fluid (or cellular components) and extracellular 

fluid. In addition, the sizes of cellular nuclei may be increased and the structural 

protein density may be decreased, which can contribute to the tissue scattering 

changes. Therefore, measurement of the change in the scattering coefficient may 

facilitate discrimination between normal and abnormal tissues. In liquid and solid 

phantoms, the axial DOP profile was fitted to a Boltzmann equation, and the 

parameter was found to be linearly dependent on the scattering changes. It was also 

shown that the scattering measurements using PS-OCT are much less sensitive to the 

location of the focal point compared to the previously reported method that uses 

back-reflected intensity profiles. Additionally, we quantified the axial DOCP decay 

profiles from normal and abnormal cervical tissues in a preliminary study. When CIN 

is present in the cervix, there is an increase in the nuclear size and N/C area ratio. 

The change in the N/C area ratio, which reflects the degree of CIN, results in a 

change in the scattering coefficient. We obtained in-vitro cross-sectional and 

polarization state images of cervical tissues using the PS-OCT system. From the 

polarization state images, we calculated the DOCP as a function of the depth. 

Because we were interested only in the epithelium layer, the slope of the DOCP 

decay was quantified from 80 µm to 250 µm while excluding the surface signal using 

the least-square linear fit method. The averaged slopes of the DOCP signal were 0.92 
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mm–1 and 1.71 mm–1 in normal (16 samples) and H-SIL (9 samples) cervix tissues, 

respectively (p<0.01). The results in the biological samples show that the slope of the 

DOCP decay is largely affected by the pathology of the tissue, which involves the 

scattering property changes. In the diagnosis experiments, we obtained the sensitivity 

and the specificity of the PS-OCT system as an optical diagnosis tool of CIN in the 

cervix. We imaged cervical tissues from 71 samples and calculated the averaged 

slope of the DOCP. When we adjusted the threshold value from 1.6 mm–1 to 2.0 mm–1 

after setting a criterion with the averaged slope of H-SIL, the best criterion to 

discriminate between normal and H-SIL samples was found to be an axial decay 

slope of 1.8 mm–1. This threshold value produced a sensitivity and specificity of 

94.7% and 71.2%, respectively. These experiments indicate that the PS-OCT system 

might be useful in measuring the DOCP with depth in screening for cervical 

dysplasia. 

Finally, we developed advanced FD-OCT systems, which are a high-speed real-

time SD-OCT and a line-field OCT using a frequency-swept source. Although SD-

OCT has several advantages compared with TD-OCT, SD-OCT at only 800-nm 

wavelength regions has been widely applied because a InGaAs line scan camera at 

1000-nm or 1300-nm regions has a slow acquisition speed and high costs. However, 

we constructed the SD-OCT system with a transmission diffraction grating and a 

commercialized high-speed InGaAs line scan camera (1024 pixels, 46,990 lines/sec). 

We used a SLD with a center wavelength of 1310 nm, a FWHM of 86 nm, and power 

of 7 mW. Our system had a sensitivity of 108.72 dB, an axial resolution of 14.05 µm, 

and a frame rate of 15 fps. We obtained 2-D images of a skin-nail junction in a human 
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finger in vivo and a human tooth in vitro. We also obtained a 3-D volume image with 

512 2-D images of a skin-nail junction in a human finger in vivo. In the next 

experiment, we demonstrated a simple external-line cavity wavelength-swept source 

at the 800-nm region that can be useful for SS-OCT imaging. The swept source 

produced 2 mW average output power with an instantaneous linewidth of 0.063 nm, 

which was tuned over a wavelength range of 68 nm with FWHM of 48 nm at a 

repetition rate of 200 Hz. By using our swept source, we developed a line-field OCT 

system. The line-field OCT was combined with the line-field method, which uses the 

full-field method for lateral scanning and the frequency-domain method for axial 

scanning. Therefore, it was able to obtain a cross-sectional image without any 

mechanical scanning. This line-field OCT has a sensitivity of ~88 dB, an axial 

resolution of 8.3 µm, and an acquisition speed of 45 fps. The line-field OCT obtained 

a cross-sectional image of a fish eye and a 3-D volume image of a one-dollar coin 

with only 1-D mechanical scanning. 

From these studies, we detected not only structural changes but also functional 

changes in biological tissue by using the PS-OCT system. We also found the 

availability of the PS-OCT system in clinical fields. Finally, we developed advanced 

FD-OCT systems with a high image acquisition speed. We hope that the OCT system 

will become a powerful image tool for clinical and biological fields through our 

studies in this dissertation. 
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본 논문에서는 편광 민감 광 결맞음 단층촬영 장치와 진보된 주파수 영역 

광 결맞음 단층촬영 장치를 사용하여 고분해능의 기능형 이미징을 

구현하였다. 고분해능 기능형 이미징의 응용을 위하여 편광 민감 광 

결맞음 단층촬영 장치는 시간 영역 방법을 기초로 하여 개발하였다. 

개발된 편광 민감 광 결맞음 단층촬영 장치를 사용하여 생체 조직에서의 

복굴절 변화와 산란 변화를 정량화 하였다. 첫 번째 연구에서는 각각의 

교원질 섬유 I 형과, II 형으로 구성되어있는 서로 다른 연골의 구조 

영상과 편광 영상을 보였다. 또한 사람의 정상 연골과 손상을 입은 연골을 

편광 민감 광 결맞음 단층촬영장치를 사용하여 영상을 획득함으로써 그 

차이가 있음을 확인하였다. 마지막으로 토끼의 피부 조직에서 상처 치유 
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촉진제인 sphingosyl-phosphorylcholine 과 상처 치유 억제제인 tetra-

accetyl-phytosphingosine에 대한 상처 치유 효과를 모니터링 하였다. 

  두 번째 연구에서는 편광 민감 광 결맞음 단층촬영 장치를 사용하여 

산란 계수의 변화를 정량화할 수 있음을 보였다. 산란 특성 변화는 편광도 

또는 원형 편광도 변화에 기인한다. 본 연구에서는 팬텀 연구와 생체 조직 

연구를 수행하였다. 액체, 고체 팬텀에서는 깊이 방향에 대한 편광도 

그래프를 볼츠만 방정식에 맞췄으며, 그 계수가 산란 변화에 선형적으로 

종속됨을 확인하였다. 또한, 사람의 자궁 조직에 자궁 이형성증이 

발생하였을 때 산란 계수가 변화되기 때문에, 정상 자궁 조직과 비정상 

자궁 조직에 대한 깊이 방향의 원형 편광도의 감쇄 정도를 정량화 하였다. 

마지막으로 자궁경부 이형성증에 대해서 편광 민감 광 결맞음 

단층촬영장치를 이용한 진단과 조직학적 진단을 비교하였으며, 광 

진단기구로써 민감도와 특이성을 계산하였다. 

마지막 연구에서는 진보된 주파수 영역 광 결맞음 단층촬영 장치인 고속 

실시간 스펙트럼 영역 광 결맞음 단층촬영장치와 주파수 가변 광원을 

이용한 선 주사 광 결맞음 단층촬영장치를 선보였다. 상품화된 고속의 

InGaAs 선 주사 카메라를 사용하여 108.7 dB의 민감도, 14.05 µm 깊이 

해상도, 15 fps 영상속도를 갖는 스펙트럼 영역 광 결맞음 단층촬영장치를 

개발하였다. 이 시스템을 사용하여 사람의 피부-손톱 접합부분에 대해서 

비침습적 방식으로 사람의 치아에 대해서 생체외 방식으로 2 차원 단면 
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영상을 획득할 수 있었다. 850 nm 대역의 주파수 가변 광원과 고속 선 

주사 CCD 카메라를 사용하여, 어떠한 기계적 움직임 없이 2 차원 단면 

영상을 획득할 수 있으며 하나의 기계적 움직임만으로 3 차원 영상을 

획득할 수 있는 선 주사 광 결맞음 단층촬영 장치를 개발하였다. 본 선 

주사 광 결맞음 단층촬영장치는 88 dB 의 민감도를 가지며, 깊이 

해상도는 8.8 µm, 영상 획득 속도는 45 fps 이다. 선 주사 광 결맞음 

단층촬영장치를 사용하여 물고기 눈의 단면 영상을 획득하였으며, 1 차원 

기계적 움직임을 통하여 1 달러 동전의 3차원 볼륨 영상을 획득하였다. 
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